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PROFILE - All participants

1.2 What is your organisational affiliation? (OTHER)

Participants, YEPs, Masterclass, Partners, Speakers, Moderators

Journalist

Innovation agency

NGO

School

International

DiscoverEU ambassador

non-profit association

EGTC

press

Joint Secretariat of Interreg programme

pedagogical activity

training institution

Non Governmental organization

cluster

School 

social welfare organisation

Euroregion EGTC

Private researcher

Press

Regional Healthcare Organisation

High School

ESPON EGTC

CREENA

Joint Secretariat of an innterreg transnational Programme 

Consultant specialising in development in Sub-Saharan Africa

International organisations

school

Social Help Organisation

Regional representation (not only administration)

Media

euroregion

Regional innovation agency

Regional Development Agency

Education 

Association of local authorities

Supreme audit office

Media

teacher

Macro-regional cooperation initiative

NFP

Interreg Öresund-Kattegat-Skagerrak Secretariat

Interreg Öresund-Kattegat-Skagerrak Secretariat

Network of EU regions

European Documentation Centre

Commercial

research organisation

EU project

transport operator
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PROFILE - All participants

Journalist

Director of the Dutch Association of Sport and Municipalities 

Media

Funded EU project comms officer

think tank

non profit consortium devoted to innovation and tech transfer

NGO

NGO

regional development agency

Student/freelance journalist

journalist

Student

mass media

Network

Chamber of Commerce and Industry

Project organization

RSA Europe

Association

Mutualité belge

TA-Cross border cooperation

Media

Architect

Press

NGO

Theacher 

Cityzen

media

Digital Innovation Hub

Teacher

Journalist

Chamber of Commerce

Secondary School

Private stakeholder

Student

Teacher

Pre-academic/researcher. Enterprise

Interreg programme

Sport Governing Body

non-profit

TRAINING INSTITUTION

Media

Association of cities and municipalities for energy efficiency

NGO

Consortium supporting EC bodies

Eurodistrict

LAG POLLINO SVILUPPO

Secondary school

EU PROGRAMME SECRETARIAT

urban operator

In house company of regional administration
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PROFILE - All participants

Climate Change Learner

Electrical manufacturer

Journalist 

Media

NGO

NGO

NGO

CBC Programme Joint Technical Secretariat

Non-profit-organisation

EGTC - cross border organisation

Network of cities and regions

International Federation, University Sports (FISU)

Commercial

Television
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PROFILE - All participants

1.4 Which Country are you from (Other)

Participants, YEPs, Masterclass, Partners, Speakers, Moderators

Saudi Arabia 

Nigeria

Japan

ي مرص
 
اليمن مقيم ف

Ghana

România 

Reunion Island

Kenya

South Africa

Georgia

Philippines

Kosovo

Andorra La Vella

Philippines

Thailand

Switzerland

Kosovo

Qatar

Great Region 

Iran

Switzerland

MALAYSIA

Australia

Bangladesh

Georgia

Reunion Island

România 

Greece


Jordan

INDIA

Jordan 

Maroc 

Saudi Arabia 

Brazil

Nigeria

Nigeria 

Colombia
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3.2 What topics would you like to see covered in future conferences?

word mentions
Green related 387
Digital 205
Young/Youth 86

3.2.1 Topic 1 3.2.2 Topic 2 3.2.3 Topic 3

ICT development regional economic development clustering policy

sostenibilidad de las 

ciudades: 

movilidad/metabolismo/en

ergía

sostenibilidad de las viviendas, las 

edificaciones y nuestro entorno

Participación de la ciudadanía .  

La pequeña escala

Climate change Sustainable development in Western 

Balkan 

Green economy in Western 

Balkan

How to successfully adress 

green challenges in 

metropolitan cities

Smart coties and sustainable local 

economy

Cultural-scientific paths for a 

smart tourism

citizens participation integration culture as driving force

Relationship with other 

strategic regions 

More focus on higher education for EU 

nationals and residents and other’s 

Active participation by non EU 

institutions 

Alternative pathways to EU Non formal education for inclusion Networking between different 

public administrations

Health Service. 

Cooperation between the 

Union's countries 

Equalization of earnings between 

Union's regions

How to stop the migration of 

young people from poorer regions

Place Branding - 

stakeholder involvement 

Place Branding - best practices How to measure brands.

Gender Equality Migration/ Inclusion Health inequalities 

housing crisis affecting 

youth in cities

what cities can do to fight climate change participation

Resilience in cities and 

green cities

smart peripheral regions How green can help cities achieve 

a high level of living standards

Citizen engagement and 

deliberative democracy

Territorial development Inequalities 

Geoethics, that sadly no 

one seems to know what it 

is...

Accountability Transparency & Code of Ethics

Smart Cities Mobility / connection of regions Biodiversity

Participants, YEPs, Masterclass, Partners, Speakers, Moderators
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Reuse of buildings to 

reduce the impact of 

construction on the 

environment

Circular food/organic waste strategies Impact of LCA assessment of 

building INCLUDING the 

construction phase (pre-use) and 

the carbon cost of materials, and 

the reuse phase (as an alternative 

to demolition)

HPC (High Performance 

Computing) as an enabling 

technology for both 

regional and cities 

development

"Quantum" as an enabling technology 

for both regional and cities development

Digital Art and the city

Regional Policy Affordable Housing green Deal in practice

Joined up communication 

on EU projects (EU-national-

regional-local) > How to get 

the message across?

Communicating needs of project 

promoters to Managing Authorities and 

the European Commission (regarding 

priorities but also better and timely 

communication on project calls etc.)

Absorption and State aid 

requirements - using de minimis 

means preventing project 

applications (What to do when 

200,000 Euro threshold is 

reached since many domestic 

schemes also work with de 

minimis??)

Climate Change Actions Impact of intensive animal farming on 

climate and on human health

circular economy

Animal welfare Mental health Student exchange

Green Transition: Next level 

- beyond a sustainable and 

green recovery.

Cohesion: from resilience to 

foreshadowing cultural and political 

diversity

Digital Transition: Citizens' 

engagement - beyond democratic 

resilience and participation

Guiding citizens. Where to 

go in case of willing to 

collaborate.

Re-emploiment of materials in 

construction

Best wishes

Anything public transport / 

bus related

subsidies in the EU and how to obtain 

them

old and young together - how we 

can learn from each other

resilience sustainability security

Digitalisation Processes of 

Local Administration 

Services 

Territorial Policies on Inclusion of 

Refugees 

Partnership for sustainable 

development

Investment in green 

agriculture.

Carbon finance for sustainable 

Investments

Urban regeneration

Energy Cities active citizenship

training reuse of waste Climate Adaptation

Climate change Ocean Conservation Circular economy

Biodiversity and Natura 

2000 Network

Reuse projets Bioeconomics and Blue Economics

sustentability sustainable regional development EYE event? 

green economy Future of the EU rural and urban recovery after 

COVID-19

Youth in Europe and 

opportunities for them 

climate change Good Governance

urban policy digital and green Transition social justice

Social Innovation teritorial capital Economy as a whole 
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inner peripheries Tech Best Practise in all Topics 

Tourism Digitalisation sustainabiblity

Cohesion energy Citizen engagement 

transport Just transition Post Covid recovery projects and 

best practices

Circular economy Macro-Regional Strategies as you think

Rural-urban cooperation Urban Circular Economy New Porducts and Services

Metropolitan development Tecnology Solutions Urban and territorial planning

Social Innovation Mobility finances job opportunities

Food and climate change engagement Direct funding

environment multilevel governance technology and sustainability

cohesion policy multinationals, power and monopoly tranational

the dark side of innovation 

and its geography

performance Next Generation EU- any lessons 

for cohesion poilcy

 movies projects Practical issues on implementation Resilience in cities

regional economic 

convergence

Emergency management in cities PR of EU

EU values and their impact 

on cohesion policy 

implementation

cohesion The importance of the nuclear 

energy and climate change. 

Urban security Demography in European Union And the 

relationship with Immigration. Education 

for sustainability. 

The repair economy

local development Digitalisation in health Interreg programmes

Quality of food that come 

from Brazil where more 

than 500 toxic products are 

used there and forbidden in 

EU

regions NUTS 2 2022 European Year of Youth: a 

greener, more inclusive and 

digital Europe

Cooperation between 

regions

cross-border cooperation in the 

perspective of 21-27 programming 

period

Сultural goals of the European 

Union

cohesion policy EU cooperation with countries from 

abroad

DIGITAL AND GREEN TRANSITION

Sustainable mobility and 

the European Green Deal: 

achieving climate neutrality 

by 2050

MIGRATION AND JOB Citizen science

Questions of journalism Air pollution reduction case studies Digital

RESILIENT CITIES AND 

REGION

European collaboration public transport

Carbon emission reduction 

ideas

University capacity building for stakeholders

Climate action MFF and RFF FR experiences and best 

practices

novelties in programmes

Women financial management The role of Civil Society 

Organizations
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local governments 

networkin

Education developments Public services/ social 

infrastructure (rural/urban 

integration)

green procurements SOC Deforestation

Trends on labour market 

from region to national to 

international

Local food systems / short food supply 

chains

Environment 

Social Justice Illegal mining Participatory Methods in 

Development

Wellbeing/quality of life in 

regions/rural areas

Education Art

Global warming Green Deal Gentle and harmonic green world 

is practicable.

Coastal cities and 

communities - green 

activities

Culture EU policies for implementation of 

new technologies

Health Comunicate better Europe forest fire prevention

Regional Development 

Cross Border Cooperation

case studies for implemented projects Cohesion

Education management of environmental risks Climat change

Recreate the harmony with 

Europe. Every now and 

then we have to go back to 

the past, then take lessons 

on how we got to Europe 

today.

Digital transition thematic speaking sessions

financial schemes available Environmaintal aspects Problems caused by the 

immeasurable development of 

renewables

Civil protection best practices Drons

Green deal Information on setting up and 

opperating innovation and technology 

transfer centers

Rural in green

Education and biodiversity Hydrogen policy rural mobility 

future oriented Circular Economy project financing

Training of staff on running 

technology transfer centers 

for regional development

Rural development How to manage about the 

disparities between regions

Just transition health service provision in rural areaas/ 

for vulernable groups 

Affordable Housing

AI digital area project networking Smart Villages

Rural mobility Regional opportunities between regions 

of member state

deforestation in the economic 

and biodiversity context 

social innovation Green Cities SMEs

territorial cooperation 

projects' impact

Rural/urban relations and connections Green Deal models

More about research and 

innovation

legal regulations of the EU countries 

concerning obtaining energy from 

biomass 

Sustainability 
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Public spaces Rural areas Cities

Climate challenges for rural 

areas

Best practices and exmples for local 

administrations

green

Solid biofules Young people in the political field of the 

EU

Ciudadanía europea

Digitalization sport testimony of a project leader

Regio stars communication innovation results

Circular economy Estatuto RUP De-peripherialising peripheral 

areas

Green transition (especially 

for the automotive industry)

implementation of one interreg 

programme about new european 

objective

Data as a tool of improving 

performance

rural areas research development system Eures

choesion Interregional complementarities in action climate change adaptation

Política universitaria The use of AI Οποιαδήποτε 

evolution of green deal 

position

Eu jobs fair Going local: EU projects in your 

region

regional innovation risk analysis Δημόσια Διοικηση

Innovation intermediaries 

and RTO:s

Οποιαδήποτε Energy 

Local ways of solving 

common problems

Circular economy Nuclear

Citizens engagement Δημόσια Διοικηση Climate change 

sustainable lifestyles Food Innovation ecosystems

AI Railway Malta

Οποιαδήποτε Global warming European heritage in other 

countries

Clean energy transition Sustainable urban mobility sustainability

Δημόσια Δοιηκηση LIFE Climate change

Health General functioning of the EU Agriculture

Green deal Shared heritage in danger Climate-neutral cities

Diplomacy geographies of happiness and discontent New Jobs - Arbeiten im virtuellen 

Raum 

Cohesion policy Healthy Cities Environmentally Friendly 

Technological Advancements

ENERGIA Cohesion policy Human - Social Rights 

implementation at local and 

regional level

Media Circular Urban Economy Waste Mangement

Climate Change Resilienz Climate adaptation

social and geographical 

inequalities

Long-term Sustainable Practices A documentary that collects the 

best experiences on a specific 

topic

Smart Cities Social gastronomy: food and social 

inclusion

governance related issues
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Green deal Digitalization ΔΙΟΙΚΗΤΙΚΗ ΚΑΙ ΟΙΚΟΝΟΜΙΚΗ 

ΑΝΕΞΑΡΤΗΣΙΑ ΤΩΝ 

ΠΕΡΙΦΕΡΕΙΑΚΩΝ  ΔΗΜΩΝ ΚΑΙ 

ΠΟΛΕΩΝ ΑΠΟ ΤΗΝ ΚΕΝΤΡΙΚΗ 

ΔΙΟΙΚΗΣΗ 

New European Bauhaus Circular economy Education 

Prävention A volume in which to collect all the 

"good practices"

Évaluation against SDGs

Climate Change - 

Maintenance and 

Management

empowerment of citizens Agriculture

Social Innovation in 

education

ΤΟΠΙΚΗ ΥΓΕΙΑ -ΚΟΙΝΩΝΙΚΗ ΠΟΛΙΤΙΚΗ 

ΤΩΝ ΠΟΛΕΩΝ 

creating more jobs for young 

people

Smart City Envroment Horizon Europe calls and fund 

application

Regional development Urban food systems Resilience

I think it would be very 

interesting to be able to 

involve middle or high 

schools as well.

Territorial Agenda DIGITAL TRANSITION

quality of life Green growth sports

ΒΙΩΣΙΜΗ ΑΝΑΠΤΥΞΗ ΤΩΝ 

ΠΟΛΕΩΝ

Flagship projects bringing circular 

economy forward

More concrete discussions with 

regard to development hubs

Education more on smart cities that include AI Digitalisation and artificial 

intelligence in the local context

Urban farming IPA III to discuss the early perspectives 

in post covid situation

Macroregional strategies Kirche und Kommune in Kooperation Look at the potential to link 

agriculture and communities to 

generate renewable energy while 

sustaining rural regions

Blue economy Technology for cities and regions Just transition

flagships projects on EU 

level that contribute to 

green economy and  

projects were successful 

Value Chains reorganisation 

was achieved on basis of 

regional resources and 

potentials available within 

Europe

Heritage Future of europe

Green energy, solar vs 

nuclear

ENI Lobbying activities

More on Western Balkans democracy Logistics, transport

Soziale Dorfentwicklung Initiatives to improve broadband 

accessibility 

Innovation procurement

Smart cities The quality of representative democracy 

and citizen participation

Validating all types of health apps
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New European Bauhaus The ways proposed to solve the major 

problems for people in covid situation

economic grow 

CIRCULAR ECONOMY The benefits of smart grids for both 

urban and rural areas

energy efficiency

citizenship Project governance integration practive

Future of Europe Green deal Smart cities

Frameworks for successful 

coordination of 

stakeholders, especially in 

development areas

Social entrepreneurship Athletic 

Effective local and regional 

responses to public health 

crises

Digital realities New European Bauhaus

to define the major 

problems for  people in 

covid situation :national, 

regional, local

Social procurement Green Economy

Importance of the 

Community Energy sector 

and the role it can play in 

reducing CO2 across cities 

and regions

Validating mental health apps Territorial Resilience

Citizen engagement education Local networking between cities

Relation with citizens digital transition cooperation among different 

stakeholders and public/private 

partnerships

Local development role of ngos social innovation

Tourism, cultural heritage Resilient cities Interreg

Social enterprises Health Financing and funding

Digital Health smart specialisation for sustainability Green Cities 

energy efficiency Renewable energy engagement facilitation

sustainability Rural Community Resilience environment

integration governance Digitalization Msca

Small cities sustainable tourism downscaling UN sustainability 

goals at local level

Environmental cultural heritage Role of the citizen 

transformative change and 

instruments/methods of 

citizen involvement

climate change Mutual Aid

Broadband interaction education and EU institutions Urban forestry and NbS

Rural Community 

Participation

Transport / mobility Collaboration towards conflicts to 

peace transformation! 

Multicultural topics Renovation wave Missions in general: what's in it 

for regions and cities

data management/data 

sharing

social innovation Encourage green city ideas, 
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citizens participation food EU Funds 2021-2027: 

Implementing the New 

Regulations

education Etwinning Social cohesion

cultural heritage at school adaptation to climate change artifical intelligence and 

european rules

climate change, adaptation Transfrormation of Europe according the 

needs of the new era 

Urban rural divide

Green Deal Social Exclusion Tourism bounce back experience

agrifood Climate change Resources to implement CE in 

regions

agricolture Collaboration towards continuing 

contribute address climate change risk, 

poverty alleviation and healthcare where 

affected most are the world's poor! 

capacity building for EU policies

Geography of the EU Future of the Urban Agenda Pre-school education

biodiversity How to encourage more people to take 

smaller things in terms of energy 

efficiency.

SME; local product in the border 

area 

Transitions at régional Lebel next programming period highlights & 

doubts

good practices for artisanal and 

commercial activities serving the 

city and for slow mobility

Civil Society Inequality sustainability

Biodiversity green deal smart regions

Innovations in cosmic 

evolution

Quality of life Circular economy

European Urban initiative Farming options post climate agenda Nature-Based Solutions

How to awake conscience 

of people to be more 

environment friendly 

Real implementation process of CE in a 

region

Cross border mobility

audit experiences in EU 

finds

cross-border issues Smart City

Culture Children integration

climate change adaptation 

, removal of legal barriers

The role  of cities  in promoting 

resilence

Post Covid recovery good practices for medium and small 

cities

intelligent architecture/the future 

architecture

More on small business 

challenges

Strengths and weaknesses of 

cooperation between metropolitan 

areas in the EU.

Digital agenda

Relationship between 

circular economy in 

buildings and regions (from 

big scale to small scale, 

transition) 

Creativity Business Networkins

climate crisis regional healthcare cooperation transparecny in tendering for 

services
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Sport Spirituality in architecture Building renovation and 

economic and social impacts

development of the border 

area 

Sustainability How to use the internet in a 

conscious way

good restoration practices 

in areas damaged by 

climate change

Pollution Innovation, Smart Specialization

cb cooperation TEN-T corridor development Social inclusion

The role of metropolitan 

areas in EU admnistration.

Good Governance for climate change Climate change and environment

Education participative citizenship GREEN TRANSITION

HEI and entrepreneurship 

education

How to create concrete synergies among 

programmes 

Copy-cat and Look Alike - OPTICS 

preferred Players - Participants - 

how to bring grassroots to the top

Revitalisation of town/city 

centres

The contribution of urban rehabilitation 

to the urban revitalization of antique 

centers

Correlation between EU priorities 

& partner countries priorities

15 minute city European elections capitalisation, re-use of project's 

results / products

Renewable energy Internalization Activities Klimaschutz und 

Kreislaufwirtschaft - Ressourcen 

sparen und Recycling fördern

Biodiversity Fixed costs Land use planning / Spatial 

planning

Regional mobility SDG and Building renovation Europe and global partners

Circular Economy How to involve young people in political 

actions

Digitalization/smart cities

Still digital transition Culture and Creative Industries Embedding external partnerships 

in universities: Case studies and 

best practice

More topics related to 

culture. 

Artificial intelligence best practice as learning tool 

Content of main EU calls 

and programmes for cities 

Smart cities Urban 

Criteria for urban 

regeneration of devitalized 

historic centers

CLIMATE PROTECTION Territorial cohesion

disinformation Can the City be a Poacher and 

gamekeeper?

Human well-being

Digital Business International development & 

development policies

How to be more greener

Sustainability new technologies intransnational and 

crossborder cooparetion

Multilevel governance and local 

participation in decision making

Innovation in Building 

renovation

Werkzeuge der Klimafolgenanpassung Citizen engagement in policy 

processes

Youth in policy making Cultural heritage preservation Sustainable future: how to use EU 

funds with an eye to the future?  
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Interregional Cooperation EGTC legal framework citizens and stakeholder 

engagement

Green Urban transformation execution models

Randomized controlled 

trials in innovation policies

Case studies on knowledge exchange 

between universities and 

industry/business

Trust and AI

Nature protection and 

conservation

digital access SDGs

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION JASPERS citizens

Bottom up Community 

Initiatives --- 

State/Municipalities as 

enablers not "bosses" or 

"owner" or "Filters"

Green transition Blue Economy

Public administration and 

democracy

Smart world and qonsequences The importance of the oceans to 

develop green and blue cities.

human rights, gender 

equality, accecibility for 

people with disability

Cultural issues More on lesson learned ( not only 

successful stories), what we have 

learned so far? Have we learned 

something from our mistakes? 

What can be done differently? 

Zielerreichtung 

Klimaneutralität in den 

Städten

Nearest future: what should change How to develop Europe's cities 

and regions? Is there a European 

Identity? Does promoting it make 

sense or should we put Global 

ahead of Local strategies?

European lakes 

management issues

Revitalization of rural areas and local 

economic development

regional development and CAP 

(Common Agricultural Policy)

Subsidiarity in examples Environmental footprint cohesion policy

Civic engagement EU enlargement; the added value, the 

threats, the opportunities

Recycling and no waste 

The role of HEIs 

(universities) in Innovation 

and Economic Growth (e.g. 

see EIT HEI programmes)

sustainable tourism Local Autonomy

poverty competition and value chain Best examples of governance 

involving regions and cities

EIB Identity, Quality Educatio

Smart city / rural Climate Urban-rural interactions

Global changes climate policy rural heritage

Crossborder issues Fisheries and Aquaculture more proposals 

Smart village examples The relationship between cities 

distinguished with European awards and 

their future perspective.

Synergies among tourism, culture 

and agriculture
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Inequality, socioeconomic 

and territorial cohesion and 

fiscal policy 

Seek for higher involvement and 

participation of the local authorities in 

live discussions

Sustainable behavours

Sustainable cities How to reduce the ecological footprint, 

increasing the quality of life of 

Europeans?

Possibilities of simple 

combination of eu und national 

funding programmes

Change management: EU 

strategies, priorities, 

actions to be changed

The Recovery and Resilience Facility Digitalization

sustainable mobility sinergies among funding and managing 

authorities (governance)

New technologies including 

devices access

micro enterprices Smart energy Greenery areas in relation to 

global health

Cybersecurity Defense Disabled people

Housing Health union Smart city/rural

cohesion Zero poverty Sport

Climate change and 

sustainability 

Blue Economy green architecture

The repercussion of good 

practices of European cities 

in African territory.

ecology Ecological Transition

Medical information case study Eu funds

More focus on cross border 

cooperation especially 

within the Western Balkan 

Lessons learned between Interreg-

programmes

workshops

Tourism in urban space and 

Tourism in rural space

Overtourism in small city centres Congratulation 

examples of good (and bad) 

practice (related to RD 

projects)

Food systems Sustainable Development

S4 + and european 

platforms

Support decentralised renewable energy 

production and energy grid in urban and 

rural areas (such as cellular energy 

system, energy communities, etc.)

energy poverty

Sustainable mobility Agriculture The Green Deal and niche markets

Democracy Price transparency Promote Mobility between 

national and Europea Union 

employees 

Green Deal Outdoor settings in relation to physical 

activities

Social transformation, the right to 

a healthy and dignified life 

Gender Equality Social Economy Bandi fruibili x piccoli Comuni

More involvement of local 

level 

Coeziune teritorială VR

civiс society Education Healthy adaptation towards the 

new normal pandemic

global collaboration grreen areas Environment/Development 

strategies
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Standardisation / 

harminisation / 

simplification of public 

procurement in Interreg 

project 

Employment innovation

How Interreg is improving 

lives for EU citizens

Local vs eu more seminars with successful 

examples in all aspects of the 

economic life of the regions

Climiate crisis in insular 

regions

study visits Smart cities 

Circular economy monitoraggio degli indicatori proposti a 

livello locale

Innovation

Urban resilience, land use 

and housing - use of vacant 

plots and less land sealing 

(such as building above 

supermarkets, construction 

markets, parking areas etc.)

Circular Economy social inclusion

Education Goal 4 urban green areas green deal on regional and local 

levels

Public procurement and 

health 

Diversifying further the tourism industry Tools 

Regional developmet More training in European Commission Publicity of European Union for 

all citizens in the Europe

Outdoor settings in relation 

to people with certain 

conditions (e.g. with certain 

diseases, with wheelchair)

Digital transformation, examples, cases, 

practise in comunities

Citizen engagement and civil 

society - 

Elderly people Edilizia scolastica Involvement of civil society 

Tranzitie verde AI Green

Culture Resilience and recovery Energy

sustainability Climate action strategies Synchromodality solutions for 

Public Transport

Habitage Politics research Infrastructure

Inclusion on a local and 

regional level

seminars connected with regional social 

areas

Regional development: urban-

rural cooperation

Green transition Digital Innovation Hubs Platforms and impact in the 

Economy

young people participation 

in public processes

Green Economy implementation of EU acts in the 

member states

Congratulation sustainable development Climate change

azioni locali per 

incrementare la resilienza 

ai cambiamenti climatici 

supporting innovations Energy price increase

Digital Transformation Sharing others projects The long term effects of impacts 

from diffrent projects
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sustainable agricolture SME´s and its future conditions, EU 

programmes for them

green, productive and just cities - 

is it possible?

Exploring more potential of 

the Mediterranean sea

The effect of technology on the 

environment and rethinking climate 

friendly solutions

Citizens participation and 

engagememnt in public decision 

making process

More training in Europea 

law in public administration 

for all employees

Co-operation in border regions, social 

welfare, health, education taxation 

digital green cities

Green transition, examples, 

cases, practise in comunities

Democracy european project

Risparmio energetico aeronautics Health

mobility Education in Green Deal Greater focus on tools to avoid 

the biodiversity crisis

Covid 19 response and 

societal make over. 

Resilience and successful 

adaptation to pandemic

Arctic Ultra-peripheral regions

Citizen initiative support Digitalisation in practise Space 

sustainability Multigovernance Positive energy districts

seminars connected with 

regional Agricultural topics

land consumption cooperation between cities

Sustainable Energy Europe Direct Information Network 

(Europe Direct and European 

Documentation Centre) as contact point 

on the territories.

Sustentabily and business. New 

forms of work. Answers for the 

other workers, reducing risos of 

poverty.

Bioeconomics Energy poverty cases of replication

climate change How to engage people in civil socity 

organisation

New European Bauhaus

smart cities territorial mobility and the energy 

challenge

working with data as an 

underlayer for policymaking

Funding and programs  Greening regional local policies Old v. young people? 

Green projects, synergies 

between the EU 

programmes

smart cities Mobility and accessibility in cities 

and regions

Innovative solutions for 

health

green urban Citizen science

Green deal Digital Awareness/ Upskilling Trust

Social Greater focus on tools to secure and 

promote social sustainability, inclusion 

and integration 

Management of Intellectual 

property rights in INTERREG and 

other ERDF projects

Aerospace Borderlands Emergency Preparation and 

Disaster Management 

Co-housing, Co-spaces 

creation for heterogean 

family units

Cohesion policy EDUCATION

Energy Education Democracy
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Citizen participation and 

engagement

datadriven decisionmaking Buildings CO2 emission reduction

Public and Private sector: 

roles in digitalisation

social issues social justice

Agriculture Health and speccially, mental Health. 

Answers for informal caregivers.

Evaluation and monitoring, new 

indicators for cohesion

At School of Open Cohesion 

(ASOC)

networking green deal

Situation in developing 

countries, including former 

communist countries

Renewable resources/ energy Circularity and Green Growth

Agenda 2030 analyze Funding-possibilities basic needs of the communities

ageing people - needs and 

opportunities

Urban planning and social inclusion Community engagement on 

climate policies and local 

development strategies

Innovation in public 

administration

Future Europe: what direction for 

Europe?

Integrated Territorial investments 

approach to bust the remoted 

and less developed areas

housing prices regulation in big cities 

centers

best practices - solutions to 

challenges the MED region faces - 

what to avoid

biodiversity INterregional cooperation Short food chain

Green Economy Innovation Research and Development

Greater focus on tools to 

secure and promote 

environmental sustainability

Measurable impact of INTERREG projects Best knowledge databases for EU 

projects

Sustainable Development Regional Management of EU funds green infrastructure

Green deal GENDER EQUALITY Building resilient, green and 

inclusive cities 

Social society Future of EU UIA

Leadership, commitment 

within local authoraties

Renovation wave biodiversity

clean energy new jobs Digital Democracy

Ageing cohesion in rural areas Architecture

platform for exchange of 

information on climate 

change actions

greeen bidding Valuing Nature

Circular economy Sustainable Consumption and 

Production (SCP)

competitiveness/smartness

Matchmaking for 

applications and projects

citizens' implications Role of the airport is the public 

transport of the neighbouring 

city(ies)
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Accent on small towns, 

places & concrete examples 

from practice: these should 

be the key target groups, 

which will also help to 

disseminate EU 

strategies/programmes/fun

ding.

Energy Poverty Innovation and Value Chains

Sport and Physical Activitiy 

as an instrument for other 

policy areas

 financing opportunities for SMEs and 

startups,  support offered by EU 

programs 

Smart Specialisation Strategies

Cohesion policy and RRF co-ordination and synergies of available 

MED funding 

Digital Innovation Hubs

sustainability (more) Cultural tourism fair green transition 

Innovation policy Climate Industry 4.0

Migration Local communities strategies Data Spaces

managing careers for those 

working as generic project 

managers/facilitators of 

INTERREG programmes

road safety Sustainable food systems and 

agriculture

Crossborder Cooperation Culture as an important factor for 

wellbeig (SDG3) 

Bottom up green industry

CLIMATE CRISIS education Nueva Reinado Europa 

Green Transiton global goals Evaluation of the impact of the 

implementation of the NRPs and 

of the participation of SCO and 

local and regional authorities.

New Bauhaus Misinformation and fake news small farms biogas production

climate changes Immigration Education for children

Intermunicipal cooperation Green Economic Growth digitalization

urban functional areas Digital transition health

Circular Economy Financing public transport  - 

international experiences

Civil society cooperation for 

regional development

debirocratization of local 

authorities

3D Printing European University

Energy Communities Green transition interaction with projects 

beneficiaries (interactive way)

Economic mainstreaming of 

Diasporas'  - case studies 

and programms

Regional innovation champions SMEs cooperation
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Sustainable governance increasing EU economic competitiveness public procurement in the EU

Gender entrepreneurship Sustainabality Experiences in interregional 

collaborations inside TSSP from 

the industry/academia point of 

Digitalisation Covid induced opportunities for 

individual development through 

regional policy opportunities

Europe post pandemic 

future

Green cities youth

Western Balkan cope with 

EU programs

Embedded green and digital cities Industrial transition, 

transport sustainability A distancia Digital

Sustainable development 

goals (SDGs) in cities, even 

more abour green transition 

Production and distribution at local and 

regional levels: a sustainable alternative 

to globalisation?

This event is meaningless

Climate change different types of IT platforms for 

sustainable agriculture

Cross-border cooperation

climate Climatic changes Maritime and Aviation greening

Educational poverty SBA Green and digital exemplary 

projects

Urbanism mobility environmental therapy for 

children and adolescents

Adaptation to climate 

change

Green Agenda for WB and Green Deal history of cohesion policy

 low‑carbon economy Cohesion policy of the union Train connections in Europe more 

easy

How to involve the citizens 

in the policy making? 

citizens engagement Maitime and coastal issues

How reach the targets of 

the EU Green Deal

youth youth youth! EU regions & cities vs rest of the 

world

Energy Transition the new programming period 2021-2027 Actual financial figures/ case 

studies in re-use of building 

materials

Focus on maritime regions Data space and regional/city use of them 

(foreseen, realized)

Blue growth opportunities to 

develop sustainable business

Cascade funding other EU policies inter-connections 

reflected in regional policy - simply 

explained

Technologies

social equity clusters Leadership

Advance manufacturing Aerospace urban inequality

DIH sustainability Human cities
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European Green Deal This event is meaningless Implementing the SDGs in a 

practical way

Regional focus on 

innovation

Mobility and transport sustainable development

Remoto Decarbonisation of Transport Rural-Urban Balance

The role of civil society 

participation at local and 

regional levels in 

strengthening democracy in 

the face of populist 

nationalism and neo-

fascism.

Cultural heritage - revitalization and re-

purposing, sustainability

Regional cooperation 

waste to energy parent support, strengthening parental 

competences

Regions and digital 

transformation including 

Environmental education learning from policy evaluation Carbon neutrality goals and paths 

to achieve zero level - aspirations 

and reality

green economy Farming as a career (the future of food 

production if there are no farmers 

anymore)

Small and medium towns: new 

services to support citizens and 

attract new ones

energy Climate change development 

Related to EU accession No future without digitalisation historical revisionism

Local problems Recycling waste materials green/blue innovation

climate actions Clean Oceans Nature-Based Solution as solution 

strategies (integrated 

management of public green 

green deal Education (especially higher education 

challenges)

More on direct citizen 

participatation in democratic 

procesess and policy 

implementation

the new rule of law 

mechanism in protecting 

EU funds

Labour market in Sweden Urban greening process

Experiences in interregional 

collaborations inside 

TSSP/I3 from the policy 

maker point of view

Public Management Education

Eurobarometer activities 

and results

Educational good practices in segregated 

communities

The citizens "Dialogue

green transition real-estate Digitalisation

smart specialisation  Blue and Green entreprise sustainability

Tourism social responses Green mobility modes

This event is meaningless Networking with other cities How to bring the EU near to the 

citizen? 
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More about strategic 

connection between 

regions and how to achieve 

this - with examples

Climate change Digital Ecosystems 

Decarbonisation Same topics as this year (covers so much) Local Green Deals

Tackling Climate Change Mobility Circular tourism

BAUHAUS concept  and 

implementation examples

Regions and COP26 Low administrative procedures 

please¡

creating a senior policy Digitalisation and use of data on 

planning, city level and regional level

EU enlargement

science for policy in cities 

and regions

Small and medium size towns: local 

government and community partnerships

renewable energy in heritage 

protected areas

Agriculture / importance of 

plants for regions and cities 

(green environment / 

healthy food)

more examples of projects involving 

academia

civic engagement

Transnational cooperation cities Heavy Industry (Energy, Steel)

Regional & local leaders History Project Managing the Carbon 

Neutral Agenda - moving from 

aspiration and soundbites to real 

achievement in the required 

timeframe  

Ecological constructions 

and renovations

technologies for the needs of citizens Policy evaluation

Food from the sea: 

sustainability natural 

resources

Sustainable tourism boosted by the CCIs 

products and service

Food security

Climate change/Green 

transition

More on cohesion, green and digital 

transformation; mostly more concrete 

and applicative topics

reducing energy consumption as 

contribution to accelerated 

transition from carbon to carbon 

free energy

Labour market and 

forigners in European 

countries

Social Inclusion Environment

Open data platforms Circular economy How to create decentralized 

housing for refugees while the 

housing market is under pressure 

of financial speculation and rent 

increases

Community Led Local 

Development good practice

Openig session of the 19th European 

Week of the region and cities

Diferent market sector - diferent 

multimodality
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housing policies Cohesion projects

New and green cities digitalisation Youth forums

tech transfer Raising environmantal awareness in 

society 

Economic development

gaining funding for cities the transborder cooperation (in Border 

territories): best practices in the 

governance

Integrated (cross-border) 

territorial strategies  

Biodiversity Stakeholder Engagement COVID-19 impacts

Future Cohesion Strategies Conference of the Future of Europe ageing 

Energy Future of audit Development of multimodality at 

local municipality level

Links to other EU climate 

change digital and sme 

programmes Holistic 

integration 

Heritage and sustainability Doughnut economics for local 

development

Energy transformation on 

city level

Financial resources Local administrations perspective 

and challenges of e-Government 

and digital society

Small and medium size 

towns: adaptation policies

land-use planning skills agenda

funds opportunities Greening the cities Health and environment 

(reducing cancers, diseases etc)

climate environment cities green transition

European remembrance Textile sector green and blue economies 

civic engagement in EU 

regions uptake

Sustainable Transport - solving the 

dilemma of encouraging travel within 

the EU but reducing the carbon footprint

Corruption

Exploitation of Circular 

Economy business models 

potential in the agri-food 

chain (SMEs)

Climate change and energy transition air quality

Interreg guidelines, other 

concrete case studies

Green public procurement Added value of interregional 

collaboration

Ecological Transition shared mobility Circularity in the Citie's supply 

Energy Mobility Energy battery

The role and the future 

perspectives of the 

cohesion policy in the 

planning of the 

metropolitan and cities

Non-discrimination, anti-racism and 

diversity

Local authorities and Recovery 

plan
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Green Deal Quality Seals that allow to visualize and 

value a more sustainable transport

Tourism

climate embedding  macro regional strategies Cross border cooperation

Plastic pollution Youth education Local Urban Agenda 

Climate change adaptation 

solutions

Bureaucracy local and regional authorities as 

actors for European integration

Positive energy distrcit 

development 

post pandemic innovation and sub 

regional barriers

Social disparities

Recovery Facility Embedding cooperation Climate change related topics

Future of the audit in IPA 

context

Border Cities Culture

Cultural entrepreneurship Green Deal Air Quality in other Regions

Urban topics Promotion of secondary rail lines as 

alternative the the construction of road 

infrastructure

Geography and planning

spatial governance and 

planning

Biodiversity Economic cohesion

smart cities challenges and 

sollutions

Business enabling environment and 

regulatory reforms

5 G

youth Industry 5.0 Problems of control bodies in 

organic agriculture

Agriculture Environment and cities ambiente

Successful Quadruple Helix 

Approach for City and 

Regional Development - 

exemplars of collaborations 

and financial support for 

public, private and 

community organizations

cities green transition - best practice Use of experts in EU Programs 

evaluaton

Spatial planning creative economies green cities

Waste management Press Freedom One Health

fair green transition transportation Balance between family and 

working live in pandemic situation

Digitalisation Practical interregional collaboration Integration of Foreigners   

gender equality SME and Start-ups ecosystem 

engagement

Housing

Best practice of city 

networking in refugee 

admission and integration

Green hydrogen Innovation ecosystem

Goods by train. Inequalities Innovation
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cooperation between 

programmes 

Cohesion policy The role of borders in UE.

Access to sports Regional policy Cross-country partnerships

Human Rights Re-use of urban commons Grassroots development

sub regional 

competitiveness

Cultural diversity Green Agenda

European Green Deal and 

energy 

Urban development Funding

SUNstainability New European Bauhaus Circular Economy and Youth 

urban issues Cross-regional partnerships Climate change 

Development of alternative 

fuel infrastructure in 

Mountainous regions 

Package fit for 55 in other Cities and 

Regions

co-creation

Local energy planning Cross border development Participatory democracy

Cooperation between MSs 

and preaccesion countries' 

organizations

even more sharing of projects  about 

cooperation

electic mobility

sustainability ecosystem services Nature-based solutions as 

solution strategies for local green 

areas managment

Safety accross Europe legal aspects  Back to normal communication 

in post COVID period -good 

Social climate fund 

perspective

Sustainable transition EU policies' shortocomings

digital economies and 

digital youth work

Smart cities Funding opportunities for Cities

Rule of law organic agriculture problems at farm 

level

Cooperation with extra EU regions

hydrogen alterações climáticas Cultural & Creative Industries

EDIHS EU Financial Stability green technologies

Open Innovation climate change TOURISM

Offshore windenergy Poverty Blue green infrastructure

Green Deal New forms of employment If we have (by then) won the war 

against pandemics what are the 

lessons learned     

R&I Human Rights Green transition in regions 

Structural funds Jobs and skills Incorporating digital skills to 

accelerate the circular economy

Urban Integrated 

Regeneration

Innovation cohesion What is the right balance 

between conflicting interests 

when we talk about collective 

and intergenerational rights?
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Minorities in regional 

development/cross-border 

cooperation

Inequality ¿Cómo se salvan las barreras de 

gestión y financiación, 

especialmente para los más 

vulnerables?

Cross-border cooperation Cross-border services. Rural-urban connections

Quality in the built 

environment

Tackling misinformation Old people

Environmental issues Green transition Ris3

New Green Deal in other 

Regions

Diversity Youth programmes in EU and 

third world countries

Smart City/Smart Region Partnerships between University and EU 

institutions

Agriculture (focus on farming 

animals)

cross border cooperation Circular Economy campaigns to inculcate 

behaviour change

sustainability

Regionla and Urban 

developing 

Digital innovation SMEs

cross-border regions Disasters Integracion y Disposiciones 

Politicas conjuntas

Trust and identity sustainable tourism participative budgeting

The role of regions in the 

prosecution of an european 

global agenda.

Climate change Energy

Connectivity rural mobility How to do it

Agriculture Sustainable tourism boosted by the CCIs 

products and services

cross border railroad / 

connection system

sustentabilidade Digitalization of SMEs support services in 

small regions 

Semplification

Labour Market Territorial disparities in EU Territorial Cooperation

precision agriculture sustainable development, monitoring 

SDGs

The importance and dependence 

and risks of the nuclear energy

Inequities Role of national promotional banks Digital transition

Green employment mobility Digitalisation and artificial 

intelligence in the local context

Mental health crisis in Youth energy saving Young female leaders 

Sustainability ENVIRONMENT Climate in post Covid situation

SDG Circular economy in cities NEW REFORMS 

Rural development Incentives to slow down/stop climate 

change. How to distinguish between the 

ones that work and those that do not 

How to make easier using EU 

funding and looking for relevant 

parnters

Cross-border cooperation. SMEs in regions The priorities for 2030 but always 

with concrete cases/ examples

Community engagement Job openings within the circular economy digital solutions in project 

generating process

Local development globalization vs. integration  - and the 

impact on local regional development

Climate resilience
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Cohesion Renovación de edificios: ¿sólo eficiencia 

energética?

Green initiatives 

Youth Participation Localising SDGs tips for cooperation (interreg)

Circular Cities 

Transformation post 

Roadmap and Blueprint

Mobility link of european semester with 

cohesion

S4 Just Transition environment

Coastal vulnerability Business opportunities in EU and 

finansial support

new technologies and their 

impact on making cities better for 

older people

sustainable transport Education A more inclusive society

Gender equality smart port Human Rights

Smart Villages Startups ESIF Value Added

Good practice of circular 

economy business models 

in the field of the agri-food 

chain (SMEs)

Migración blockchain

Circular economy and SMEs 

future in periphery regions 

citizen participation Networking tools

Reform of EU Treaties President of Europe Greener Europe

Data and indicator 

monitoring of resilience for 

urban policy-makers 

Studies better synergies between ERDF 

and centrally managed EU 

programmes

Financial instruments green energy and artifical intelligence Instruments to have an impact in 

local and regional spaces, 

Experiences by other people

knowledge transfer Integrate development Practical steps for local 

authorities to implement or help 

citizens implement

resilience-sustainability Renewable Energies Community/regional cooperation

SHORT LEARNING 

PROGRAMMES ABOUT 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

PROTECTION

Why we don't study the founds of small 

and poorest communities around rich 

cities? Nuts II

Regional cooperation 

Health and wellbeing Green transition Chapters of the acquis

Cohesion policy 

implementation and effects 

regionally and locally 

The quality of representative democracy 

and citizen participation

Citizen engagement

Digital Industries Women’ s organisations building 

communities 

Cooperation WB -  EU  
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Funding opportunities 

within the circular economy

Climate Protection Green economy/transition and 

SMEs strategizing, monitoring 

and evaluation

EU financial asistance for 

2021-2027

CLIMATE CHANGE health

La intervención en la ciudad 

existente: retos y 

oportunidades

Permanent communications with EU 

institutions during the whole year

urban violence 

All Greener lifestyles ENVIRONMENT & SAVING 

NATURE IN REMOTE AREAS BY 

VERTICAL ECO 

Sustainable mobility innovation in education illegal immigration and lack of 

skilled workers

Youth and employ Smart and low-carbon mobility, local and 

global

Multillevel governance

Entrepreneurship ICT for SMEs development Interoperability of systems

Fight with propaganda, 

jornalists part in media 

disinformation, etc. 

Youth work Social Europe

Consumption evolution of green transition Research funding

smart city sustainable development-tackle natural 

disasters-fight proactively climate crisis

Future of EU

Smart City Upcyling climate Change  and Urban 

Despoblación transport in the countryside for older 

people 

Cross-border citizenship

digital transformation Youth employment More ideas for the execution of 

mitigation and adaptation actions 

in islands

Green Migration Topics on EU institutions 

Project Regional Policy outcomes and impacts Robotics

Cross border cooperation 

with physical barriers

climate case studies for implemented 

projects

Regional policy Communication with millennials Entrepreneurial education. 

Digital Tranformation Cooperation presentation of future project 

ideas

Security of food that is 

arriving from outside of 

Security

regional water and energy management Good / best practices from other 

coutries or regions

Cohesion Equality and Equity Innovation in health sector

Effective local and regional 

responses to public health 

crises

Shorter presentations and more 

interaction

Education
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Gender equality and 

Women in EU regions

Environment/Climate 

change/sustainability

Waste disposal 

Post Covid situation Circular economy & energy transition Sustainable development

COHESION IPA III allocation cases - city planning - 

How to make local 

adminstrations stronger in 

EU institutions 

Culture and European cities digitalisation 

The future of EU Investment demographic changes

more best practices Green deal organisational and sectoral 

performance management, 

measurement, monitoring and reporting

Technological advancement and 

future trends

Rollout of urban 

technologies to rural area

citizen engagement job skills boosting

Sustainable 

entrepreneurship

digitalization How to reinforce social 

awareness of environmental 

Mental health   RECYCLING (SOLID such as old/used 

clothes) TECHNIQUES FOR SMALL ( 

FAMILY) ENTERPRISES

oss

youth Fight against illegal drugs cultura and creativity

civil society engagement in 

the implementation of the 

cohesion programs

Regional convergence EURegionsWeekCollege - A 

Conversation with… Discussion 

on European Cohesion Policy 

with senior EU officials

Recycling e-Democracy BioEconomy

Ageing in the city Just transition open session for youth who 

would like to ask questions to 

European Commmision 

representatives, meeting panel 

preceded by possibility of sanding 

The energy dilemma Geographical borders in the digital realm New European Bauhaus

Social policies Climate Evaluation

Finantial Instruments trees and the peoples in the city Marketing/Advertising

more experiences with I4.0 

disruptive technologies

Cross-border carbon neutrality energy

Creativity More ideas about adaptation especially 

in areas where the sun shines the whole 

year

Successful stories of energy 

effeciency in private and public 

companies

Disruptive Technologies Topics on climate  Greener IT. How to do that?

governance in cities - ideal 

model

Digital transformation Rural development during green 

transition
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Respecting and Coming 

Together in the minority 

cultures of Europe

applicable renewable technologies in 

relation to green transition

Use of digital services by local 

and regional governments

More sharing of practical 

implementation of 

sustainability efforts rather 

than high-level discussion

Higher education and business link. Green economy

Digital/technology practical hints Towards linking R&D project and 

local development results & 

exploitation platforms (e.g. 

better linking Horizon Results 

Platform with Interreg Europe 

Results etc.) and making results 

accessible and usable by non-

experts to accelerate uptake and 

utilization. Research 

Future of Europe Sharing plans for the future 

development of urban areas / smart 

cities

BIODEVIRSITY PROTECTION

Trade Agreements Stakeholder engagement Activation of societies of citizens 

(NGO’s)

Green transition Sport Only once principle (OOP)

Trade and Trade Related 

Issus

Climate change circular economy issues

Green deal, economy & 

transition, circular 

economy global, national 

and sectoral strategizing 

and planning for results

Communication strategy Launch an aid program towards 

making substantial progress 

towards the development of 

sustainable cities, buildings and 

building materials

policies and funds related 

to green transformation / 

european green deal

participation energy supply security

telemedicine green deal Poverty

DIGITAL SPREAD IN 

REMOTE VILLAGES

cooperation Womren’s  contribution to rural 

area’s reborn

Nuclear Energy as part of 

the solution of CO2 

emissions

Gender Equality and citizen participation how to measure and lower 

carbon footprint

Cohseion in other EU 

policies beyond Cohesion 

policy

green and digital transition Inclusion

Smart City Platforms Climate change mitigation different topics

Social Economy data management Inclusion of handicap people
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Cross-border-business sustainable tourism how cities and regions participate 

in decision-making

Health "Small Places Matter" – Pilot Action – 

Territorial Agenda 2030

circularity in cities

project cycle management Traveling restrictions during and post 

pandemic

Networking along TEN-T, TEN-E 

and river Basins 

urban forestry and the city communication and information 

problems, horizontal shot of it, 

information collected from every EU 

members, research of this subject 

Mobility

Cross-border circular 

economy 

regional energy systems based on 

renewables

women rights 

Hydrogen as an energy 

vector

Urban - rural regional tourism

sport ICT Tools Soon 

More youth related topics. digitalization Talking about 

experiments(projects), if are 

some kind of projects, wich 

combine green-care like (social-

farming...) with group of persons 

with problems (old persons , 

disability people)

Green Deal Positiv influence of consumer behaviour 

respect to the climate save

Updates on digital innovation

avaiable financial schemes 

for green transition

How to involve communities to do 

recycling process-how to motivate them 

to do that?

Groundwater protection

Technological transfer. Arctic issues Green

grant informations Role of local culture in shaping 

democracy

European Green Deal and the 

contribution of the European 

regions

More detailed info on 

regional (country local) 

investment programs

Economic development Quality of life in post-covid 

scenarios

Hoe to implicate the 

citizens, bottom-up 

decision making on general 

and particular issues

New ways of living and working in the 

post-pandemic time (foster 

opportunities for rural areas through 

people working remotely)

future of Europe

Sustainable mobility CLIMATE CHANGE MITIGATION Acces to finance

Health Youth issues Rural areas and desertification

Food security UE competencies about electronic 

administration

The role of relegions in the social 

discources od Europe and their 

potential to contribute in climate 

change, bring the Pope and The 

Bishop from Orthodox chairch
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Smart villages international partnership Stimulate debates (involving 

citizens) on how to restructure 

the EU institutions for a 

straighten Europe (new regions? 

Macro regions? A federal regional 

Europe? A European 

Constitution? Setting up of a 

second chamber in addition to 

the EP? More delegation of 

policies to the EC? Etc

urban planning Make a TV series to present the award 

winning projects - let the people behind 

tell about their vision and  broadcast 

some of the very interesting debates to 

a wider audience.

Best practices of inclusion in 

regional and local public 

institutions

cohesion policy financial instruments and regional policy Vero poverty

Interreg populism Cities and regional development

Sustainable democracy 

development 

Impact of digitalization on 

Youth/Women  return to rural areas

Cross border transport and 

economy

BAUHAUS concept implementation of AI in traditional 

engineering

Intelligence via policy

How to halt biodiversity loss Education sustainability 

collaboration at local level related to online learning SOCIAL INCLUSION

green and circular economy Sustenability Cultural and Natural Heritage

Cultural heritage, cohesion 

policies and well-being: a 

virtuous circle

how money changed people's lives social inclusion

Tourism impact on local 

business

SMEs in global markets Business development

More promotion and 

communucation activities 

of EU Founds, both the 

Regions and beneficiaries 

examples

Closer collaboratio between Alpine & 

Carpathian regionns 

Education and training for a 

sustainable way of life: avoiding 

trauma.

green and digitalized 

transport 

Youth involvement Climate change 

Urban development equal rifht in each country Circular economy

Cultural Heritage climate change education

sustainability Populate climate change Sustainability 

Successful climate strategys Education of children by playing logic 

games (chess, go , etc.....)

The New European Bauhaus and 

its relevance for citizens – 

Shaping a more beautiful future 

in Europe

Smart village examples in 

EU; involving society to 

recycling process-how to 

motivate them to do that

Updates on EU free movement Entrepreneurship and Innovation
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Economic geography of 

cohesion and regional EU 

policy

Water-linked heritage Reuters Event

Young elected politician General coesion policy Territorial resilience

Mobility Digital transformations in the EU 

periphery

cross border examples

Citizens for Europe (how to 

boost and link grass root 

initiatives for a climate 

resilient society and affect 

peoples mindsets. Not with 

a policy maker/research 

project pilot perspective, 

but citizen perspective)

Shared management between 

municipalities of natural spaces

RIS3 - Regional Innovation 

Strategy for Smart Specialization

GREEN TRANSITION citizenship NETWORK of PUBLIC ISSUES in 

PLANNING

Involvement of senior 

citizens in public life and 

policy making

Digital transformation Digitalisation

Interoperability E U European values / United in 

diversity / Tolerant for intolerant?

multisectoral cooperation Spatial Planning and community 

participation and sustainable urban 

development

Resilient regions

The regional aspect of 

European culture and 

architecture must be 

emphasized even more to 

make everything relevant 

for a very diverse European 

audience. It`s inspiring to 

learn about other cultures 

and traditions

International relations with regions extra 

EU 

intangible culture

crisis and disaster 

management strategies

Regional and local dimensions in the 

post-colonial discourse

job creation 

imigration Better Education Green mobility

Job creation in rural areas Universities, talent and regions Hybridisation of the energy 

transition. How to facilitate 

implementation in cities in the 

context of EU legislation. Role of 

national governments in creating 

the right legislative & financial 

conditions

environmental law Decentralisation processes Foundational Economy

Youth Cultural heritage International Transportation

topics related to special 

education

Ecology and technology  Green
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Environment civic engagement  Digital transition, Citizens' 

engagement, Green transition: 

estonian e-citizenship and virtual 

communities.

good practices COHESION good examples of civic monitoring

local value chains Health and Wellbeing Digitalization

European Green Deal's 

Circulary Development 

aspects for whole European 

continnent 

demographic change and long term care Resilience

Cultural and natural 

heritage

Mobility Programmes smart city and digitalization 

instruments

work in eu Our oceans: a common approach to 

maritime spatial planning for a 

sustainable EU blue economy.

Participatory lab

sustainable growth Energy Green transformation

Maintain NEB Sport

Fishing and small business 

about that

climate Regional democracy - voting 

rights for EU citizens

Updates on EU democracy Legacy Green and Digital future

Smart urban water Restore our Ocean and Waters by 2030 European Culture

Local projects Long term funding Intersectionality of 

discriminations

E.U. Regional development 

in the post-covid era

projects circular economy



Shared management 

between municipalities of 

green infrastructure

National Recovery Plans inclusion

Environment green policy in High North Bioenginering 

Sustainable tourism Impact of the digital transition and 

proposals to strengthen equity and 

cohesion

Ricerca e innovazione

Education MEDIUM CITIES RESILAINCE Recovery and Resilience - through 

the lenses of all generations - 

invite representatives of all 

generation groups, who have 

participated in various regional 

pilot projects (for example the 

project of a tablet with broad set 

of functionalities, described by 

Simona Ferrante of Politecnico of 

Milano)
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Biodiversity nature and 

Allien species the role of 

forests - Nature based 

solutions Blue green 

Infrastructures

Circular economy Waterways for revitalisation

Resilience Climate Change How to stop preaching to the choir - go 

out and involve disinterested?

Addressing Brexit - How the UK 

participates

Giving youth a stronger 

political voice

Civil Society Organization of events with 

sustainability at the core

Gender Equality networking tools for  european cohesion Digitalization

Equality, diversity and 

inclusion issues

energy LIFE

Regional convergence 

methodologies

Energy storage Demystify sustainability - a series 

of webinars exploring the 

different perspectives of 

sustainability

Cross border cooperation Circular economy How to ensure open borders also 

despite of pandemic 

Administration and politics Smart Specialisation and lagging regions energy transition in regions

planning Civic Engagement Pitches by organisations about 

their competences and interests

CLIMATE CHANGE Green Aligning eu programmes 

Wearables Citizens' engagement: how to be more 

inclusive with the countries enlarging the 

EU and update the map.

Health in large cities

Social nequalities examples of citizen involvement in 

programming

Innovation

Higher Educations Circular Economy Networking between small cities 

administrations of EU

EU cohesion policies 

communication: digital skill 

and tools in the 

newsrooms. Media and EU 

data collection, analysis 

and visualization.

Artificial Intelligence Research and Innovation in the 

regional context

Urban Public Transportation Financial, economic and social inclusion communication tools

Mission Networking events Online and hybrid formats: asset 

not a disadvantage

energy Digital transformation the role and participation of 

islands and remote regions in the 

EU 

Heritage; legacy; 

sustainability 

Networks of cities Circular economy

Our Forests, our Future Small scale and cooperative energy 

production

Cultural Heritage
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Urban management and 

sustainability

Action Plan implementation and 

monitoring

Cities and regions as driving 

forces behind eService delivery 

instead of a more central and 

hierarchical (Brussels) approach. 

Make use of the knowledge 

already available in cities and 

regions

 sustainable energy Young People Globalization

EU Green deal: 

opportunities for local 

governments

How to take action as a financially 

precarious citizen

startup

regional policy open innovation DIVERSITY

digital transition and 

climate change

circular economy Society 

URBAN SUSTAINABILITY Modelling of manufacturing Smart Technology to reduce 

energy poverty

Hydrogen Insularità Society 

Sustainability, innovation & 

collaboration are priorities 

in all regions - what's 

special about yours? 

Share your local uniqueness 

that you're good at

European Cities of Culture or Twin Cities 

sharing common challenges and 

opportunities 

local administration coehsion

Cross-Border Cooperation Telecomms for towns - 5G feedback of the consultation of 

citizens (youth and the others)

diversity of regions The role of Museums, Archives, 

Collections, Memories, Stories

Emerging  pattern of drug 

addiction as public Health 

problem 

youth 3 steps to decrease the ecological 

footprint in your office/company

Think Tanks

Environmental action in 

cities

Climate change A conversation between museum 

representatives and EU 

representatives

European Urban Initiative ERDF 2021-2027 Cultural and creative industries

Place-based Innovation New materials towards sustainable 

business models

Smaller cities stories

Health Policy More on good governance in cross 

border regions to improve service for 

citizens

Architecture and sustainability

Green ex post evaluation of ESIF programmes Biodiversity for climate 

protection and a green recovery 

of our urban areas

Digital transition: 

networking in digital events

best practise Enlistment 
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exchange of good practices 

in implementation - how to 

build project pipelines 

effectively and timely

Enlargement Permanent communities of 

regions, animated by DG officers

Smart city European Green Deal Digital culture

Climate migration (to big 

cities)

Investment in mountain areas Future of the European Union

Green finance instruments Infrastructure/Venues Mobilité propre 

Youth workers quality 

strenghtening

How resolve problems due to 

bureaucracy

towns and small cities

EU recovery Social challenges of the current energy 

transition

Urban bioeconomy demo projects

Citizens participation communication Migration

The power of rural for a 

more sustainable EU

AI energy

Digitalisation best practices to reduce brain drain from 

islands and remote regions

More transparency and 

information on DG Reform and 

Technical Support Instrument: 

transferring and making available 

to a broader target best 

practices, guidelines and 

methodologies developed in 

supported projects 

participation across borders Climate action Links to social policy on various 

governance levels

Rural Areas Health Digital transition

Handicap Usage of eIDAS, eServices that are eIDAS 

enabled to support daily life of citizens in 

border regions. Both students, ordinary 

citizens and - of course - employees 

working cross border and companies 

doing business cross border

cross-border cooperation

Sustainability Policies of develpment according to 

territory and people

nature based solutions

urban health digital Regional Innovation Ecosystems

Nanomaterials INCLUSION Smart CIties

Coesione Social science Inclusion

Reshaping Regions and 

Cities in line with the 

feedback from the citizens 

panels within the 

Conference on the Future 

of Europe

Standard Definition of Energy Poverty SUSTENIBLE TOURISM

Internet of of Things for 

Smart towns

Social science environmental monitoring

Culture and Cultural 

Heritage

youth Indicators and data for monitoring 
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Environmental education 

for 

communities/neighborhood

s/buildings

the use made by european instituions of 

the results of pojects they fund

Economics

SDGs Emerging Diseae  pattern Creating an information network 

for young people in the field of 

health and prevention

INTERREG. Marketing Success Stories in Cross Border 

Coorperation Projects (both 

internal and external)

Business incentives to 

participate in EU funded 

projects

Specific projects/activity for cultural 

heritage in Europe  

SDGs

Sustainable transport 

development in cross 

border regions

Natural risks Creation of "multidisciplinary 

team" during hackathons or 

similar events 

results of the missions (DG 

Research)

Local stories Artificial intelligence role in 

shaping the future

regional policies Improving rural areas living conditions circular economics and smart 

cities 

Innovation, R&D energy solutions to achieve climate-

neutral cities 

Fight against homophobia, anti-

semitism and racism + promotion 

of gender equality

Yourh participation Social networking Are air taxis the future of our 

means of transport?

Depopulation of rural areas Sharing of regional best practices Pandemics

Sport Digitisation examples of collaboration 

between Structural Funds

How spend EU funds in 

small cities

Education for Sustainable Development Creative strategies to increase 

citizens' participation and taking 

them on board towards green 

future and more sustainable 

lifestyles

Hydrogen Villes durables urban planning

more about Interreg local / regional founding startups

Education Circular Economy Role of farmers in sustainable 

agriculture and food systems

successful niche markets 

for regional areas and 

islands

Digitalisation Cooperation 

Sustainability / SDGs / new 

ways of governance 

urban regeneration decarbonisation

Plurilinguism Communication training and support for 

journalists and communication expert 

interested in cohesion policies

Civil society participation in local 

and regional policy

EU digital market 

development & border 

regions

EU budgetary resources commensurate 

to the expenses

INCLUSIVE POLICIES
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SMART VILLAGE Green Transition - Climate change - After 

covid-19, we need to focus on climate 

crisis we're facing

digitalization

enviroment Sports Digitalization

DIGITAL TRANSITION rural development Involvement of SMEs

Education Digital innovation Systems There is already a good range

Identification of Energy 

Poverty

Ocean Cities One health

Education Accessibility artificial intelligente and new rules

Sports and physical activity RURAL DEVELOPMENT how to territorialise the Fit for 55

concrete expectation from 

local authorities

risk management Networking - making contacts 

across borders and institutions

Impact of climate chage  on 

the humanity

Adaptation to climate change Monitoring, assessment, 

evaluation

Networkin Events Education Innovation in healhcare

Soft power and cities The creation of a European Youth Council green economy

GIS tools Innovations in twin (green and digital) 

transition 

Cities and rural areas in a post 

pandemic world

Green transition rural development Interaction between cohesion 

policy and RRF

Sustainable transport Open data tools and reuse of Soft tool 

and solutions

Reforms 

Innovations for climate-

neutrality

Health care Unlocking investments through 

talents discovery in the Emerging 

Markets.

Local development digital twins and lessons learned Practical measures to make the 

built environment more 

sustainable

Digital transformation 

applied on territories

Cross-border cooperation (e.g. public 

health services, infrastructure, culture)

Enabling digital infrastructures

Education How can public administrations work in a 

more environmentally friendly way?

Nature conservation

European Citizenship 

Education

Migration Rola energii odnawialnej w 

digitalizacji regionów

Emploi des jeunes safer cities for women and children social innovation

urban agenda Re-imagening the mobility /movability - 

unrestricted experimenting with ideas 

related to sustainable modes of travel 

and infrastructure

New innovative ways for 

collaboration and working 

Urban Bioeconomy 

challenges

Railway Academic cooperation

Green Transition circular cities demogtaphy and social 

innovations

digital transition Climate change CLIMATE CHANGE
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A new program for 

exchange of EU MS civil 

servants

Skills Tourism 

Energy transition solutions 

(natural gas)

circular economy Smart Solutions

Sustainable Mobitiliy & 

active of role cities and 

regions to promote 

sustainable mobility

Territorial governance deadline

Multilingualism PARTICIPATION ESPON and Urbact in Western 

Balkans

ecosystem services rural areas Sustainable tourism

Cohesion Policy and R&D+I Inclusion Smart Cities

Digital Transformation of 

cities

Involvement of local or regional political 

entities in EU affairs

Geoinformatics

Disabilities There is already a good range Education gap in societies 

without digitalisation

SMART CITY Evolution of ecological transition Raising green awarenenss in 

society

natural resources planning green deal impkemtantion best practices 

Adobe all Quality if Life citizenz

Mayor independencia de 

actuación

Implementation of circular 

economy

Multi funding across sectors and across 

public and private national and 

international funds.

Modernisation of agriculture

Scientific research on issues 

related to regions and cities

Tools for citizens involvement on climate 

action

COMMUNITY COMPOSTING

Climate actions degrowth VS green growth Projects that are working well for 

women in rural regions

Creative cooperation 

between Municipalities of 

the European Union in the 

field of Civil Protection

Data alignment for different countries implementation of funding 

programmes in practice

Circular Economy intermunicipal cooperation Nature based solutions  

urban development Public health Consciousness development as a 

"path" to develop inteligence for 

the needed future (role of 

Spiritual Growth in the needed 

evolution of society and 

economy)

SDG's Standardization BIODIVERSITY

Sustainable energy EU Partnership with non member 

country

Synergies between Horizon 

Europe and Cohesion Policy

digital sovereignty and 

adaption of (digital) 

solutions 

Overview of evaluation activities (of DG 

REGIO)

How communications agencies 

and EU communicators can work 

best together
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Further involvement of 

Regions in the EU law 

making process

Green Deal UK and EU relations from a 

regional perspective

The role of women in the 

city administrations

Climate Finance for sustainable climate 

resilience

Circular economy 

Waste Heat from Data 

Centers

The role of architects throughout Europe The future of air transport 

Demography Smart Villages Sustainability in the EU region 

bottom up innovation in 

dealing with discrimination

Multidisciplinary approaches Social Justice

Possible role of visual 

artists and other creative 

professions accross the 

fields discussed in this 

years' sessions

Nature-based solutions Green transformation

Public transport Zarządzanie kapitałem ludzkim aż natural disks

Hydrogen urban/cities/ Inserimento lavorativo giovani

Impact of Research and 

innovation projects

Digital inclusion across Europe Governance in EU policies

Digitalisation foreign affairs Big Data

political actions towards 

sustainability 

shrinking cities EU alphabet, workshops that 

explain Bašić things regarding EU 

institutions, funds…. 

Territorial cohesion ROLE OF REGIONS IN THE ARCHITECTURE 

OF THE EU

Art and entertainment

ZERO CARBON POLICIES Sports and regional development good practices in the 

implementation of the ITI, CLLD, 

etc.

circular bioeconomy Culture Innovation Accessibility 

transports vs mobility vs 

economy

application form Information abour local funds

Cohesion Improved Horizontal and Vertical 

Cooperation in EU member and 

candidate countries

Good governance

Digital skills Cultural heritage Digital innovation in SMEs

There is already a good 

range

Co-creation Role of women, and their full 

inclusion in cities as all ages and 

levels

Evolution of digital 

transformation

Eurocities background Digitalisation

Priorità 4 social and job 

post covid 19 resilient 

regions and cities

Develop of digital society in East Europe 

cities.

Energy

Cohesion and Cooperation - 

best practice in a cross 

cultural perspective

Plastic pollution tourism and authenticity (tourism 

community based)

Local climate action in rural 

areas

Establecimiento de una RED 

Internacional Multidisciplinar en el Plano 

Civil

How to make our life easier 

without electricity
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cross-border cooperation Digitalisation Cross-border cooperation

Sustainability in practice CIRCULAR ECONOMY Cohesion

cohesion in rural territory Women's engagement with local 

assemblies in rural regions

Education, Training and Youth

Health procurement digitalisation Otimal allocation of the rents of 

natural resources

Circular economy Multi level governance in the med area Youth 

Regional Inequality Urban coastal cities Commercialization of research

Progress in cohesion policy 

implementation 2021-27 

and 2014-2020

Real cases of companies/cities/regions 

leading the transition with the Donought 

Economics compass

Analysis about the future of 

different EU Regions

Social Economy GREEN GROWTH gender balance in EU institution

Sustainable Investments in 

the Emerging Markets

RRF or cohesion policy: which delivery 

mechanism is more effective?

deliberative democracy 

Architecture Campaign effectiveness measurement youth participation 

DIH Global Europe and how regions can 

benefit from this

anti-corruption practices

Scientific evidence and tools Climate change and climate neutrality evaluation and monitoring 

Green infrastructure Future of work Coopération inter régionale 

Polityka innowacyjna Regional statistics New technologies for greener 

Europe

sustainable food systems Energy efficiency in industiral sector Protecting marine biodiversity

Nature and climate 

protection best practices 

Migration The most frequent mistakes and 

errors in the project preparation 

and implementation (examples 

from each of the EU financial 

mechanism)

Defense Migration Underrepresented countries

city development sustainable tourism Sport

FUTURE OF EUROPE -

CITIZEN'S ENGAGEMENT

Competenze non formali European regional integration

Regional planning at 

european level

Cohesion policies união cultural

Innovation in Product Depopulation of Rural Areas Biodiversity

project proposal tips EU funded projects - visiting them Policy transfer and lesson drawing

Urban Development and 

Regional Policy in Western 

Balkans

Tourusm Circular economy

Rural innovation What are the propositions of the news 

programmes

Regional success stories

Policy making Youth and Cities Ecological building techniques 

and economy

Urban Policies Social justice participatory planning

Health system recover in 

context of post pandemic.

Green economy Sustainable Development

Energy EfficienCE Green transition for SMEs Mobility
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 Climate Change Resilient 

Tourism 

Diversity of cultures and peoples and 

how accommodated across cities of 

Europe

smart communities

Incidencias de la política en 

la autogestión civil

federalism New technologies in environment

Bioeconomy New Mobilities and Change of Mobilities the same

BIO-WASTE Green Deal Cross-border rail connections

Best practice that 

encourage more women 

into local politics

Technology Transports

green transition social innovation

Climate change and natural 

disasters 

Green Europe

Real cases of companies 

leading the transition 

towards Circular Economy

Environment

SOCIAL COHESION Environment

Good governance (how to 

fight corruption, ensure 

transparency)

Cross-Border Cooperation

Communication campaigns Green Deal

Regional trade Local governments in the decision 

making process in the EU

More of Smart Cities and 

Regions

Mountains

Social equality Gender equality around regions in 

Europe

Smart specialisation 

strategies 

communities' engagement

Energy transition participatory budgeting 

Sport Circular economy  - good practice in 

municipalities and regions

Housing animal police

innovation digital transition 

IOrientamento permanente La politique de cohésion au service des 

villes 

Green adaptation Future trends for future Europe

Demographic Ageing Regenerative Agriculture

European Citizens and their 

everyday life

Examples of good practice from each EU 

financing instrument - share of 

knowledge and learnt lessons in the 

implementation of projects funded by 

different EU financing mechanism

Infrasructure Networking

EU projects Urban design strategy for sport and 

physical activity 

ecological transition and 

decarbonation

Future aspects in regional policies
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Environmental Protection cidadania nacional versus europeia

Social enterprises Healthy cities

Tourism Twin transition

Clima changes Regional Mobility

Tourism including 

sustainability and 

overtourism

Cross border projects

subsidiarity Actual recycling economy

Environment Protection 

and Climate Change

Mobility as service 

Interreg IPA cooperation Training on smart specialisation and how 

it can be used by universities

Green deal Rural development

marginal areas and minor 

island

Carbon neutrality

Nature again digital governance

Citizens'engagement Smart cities

Education and research the same

Employment Connecting Europe Facility

Migration and Integration Regional cohesion

Sinergies Regional policy 

and recovery funds

NEB

Depopulation and 

demographic change in 

Europe

waste prevention

public participation in cities 

and regions

euro delta region as 

example for sucessful 

regional cooperation

fair green transition 

LEADER-CLLD

Stratégies régionales 

d'innovation 

Cross-border cooperation 

with green impact

Just Transition

How to prepare and 

successfully implement 

small projects in a local 

community (useful for 

smaller local government 

units, academic institutions 

and CSOs)

Innovation support

Active communities 

Regional development

coesão social
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Climate change

Health at regional level

Urban Mobility

EU fiscal harmonization

Waste handling and 

economy

Sustainable urban mobility 

planning

Training on how to engage 

with regional authorities

Regional and Urban 

Development

Eu green deal

innovative public services

Evaluation

RTE-T Atlantic Corridor

Green deal
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3.3 Your suggestions on how to make the next edition the greenest and the most sustainable ever:

Participants, YEPs, Masterclass, Partners, Speakers, Moderators

Mantener el formato on line

Plantear un modelo bienal, en que en un año se realizaria en un centro europeo, y otro año se haria en 

distintos centros ? ( a nivel nacional ?, que puede variar, y preferentemente fuera de las grandes capitales ), 

desde los que compartir el evento, evitando buena parte de desplazamientos largos.

Se mantendria el modelo central de intercambio europeo y el protagonismo real de las ciudades

Include more green topics 

Organise iit an open green suggestive area, a European Bauhaus exibition site.

continue with a mix of digital/life meetings

Wider participation by non EU institutions  

Online format

1. There needs to be more  awareness before the event. 

2. The time for the even to display regions time

A possibility to attend both online and offline.

Target emission 0 in all the stages of organizing an event

Make sure you connect the Week to some kind of policy impact. Greener events for greener policies (not 

just greener events alone)

a face-to-face meeting only at the end of every 3 years. Personal cups and plates and individual washing by 

each individual of these items. Offering support to some projects that remain off the radar of funds and 

institutions/NGOs due to failures in Inclusion, Cohesion, Transparency, Ethics, Justice and Equity, or lack of 

Vision and Social Innovation.

then you have to keep the virtual concept

Have the sessions both physical and online, to keep the option not to travel to the destination.

Energy production, efficiency, sustainability and optimizations by deploying "Green" HPC everywhere 

going to Brussels by train and not by plane

If the event takes place in Brussels: Getting a deal with rail providers and sustainable hotels to offer 

discounts to attendees in order to discourage flying. Let speakers from further away participate via video-

call. Use organic and fair trade catering and merchandise.

compensate c02 emissions within Europe with reforestation projects and protection and prevention of fires.
I like it when the events are hybrid simply because it is more convenient for me and my students to attend 

and participate. 

Everybody attending wearing second-hand clothes

keep using the digital event form - no travelling required

having sessions online is green

Invite people to talk about their experiences on urban proposal

I don't know, the event was well organised with different topics involved, just apply them.

to make more easier access to the conference on online

Online

above topics

Develop DiscoverEU initiative. 

Present to people opportunities they have by train (all age) 

Less parallel sessions

Please continue to hold the event in hybrid form.

it can bring participants into clusters of e.g. Central and Eastern Europe

Online is just fine 

Planting Trees for every onsite participant, having reusable cups/plates at the exhibitions, securing transport 

for participants inbetween locations in Brussels (Busses, E-Scooter, etc.). 

Keeping it as online or hybrid event instead of in person event. 
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I think the online format is pretty green and sustainable already and I appreciate the efforts made to provide 

a more 3D experience of the event through the digital market place prepared!

As before, schedule EWRC just before EUGreenweek so reduce the attendee's carbon footprint and flights.

According to experience and knowledge 

Sharing real needs to find green sokutions

Mantein the on-line edition

presence and online blended

more and more online, it works well

Keeping all the sessions also online. 

The importance of the urban gardens in public spaces and productive roofs... the protection of the soils and 

share of technics and digital platforms to reduce and manage the water. 

Less goodies!

you can organize some events outside

We suggest organizing a hybrid event or live streaming of the next edition: besides being a greener choice, it 

allows a wider audience to participate and the recording of the sessions a wider dissemination of the 

One of the events may be the joint planting of trees outside Brussels

Encourage physical event but with flying discouraged - incentivise train travel

Haha I like the formulation of this question. I'd 100% prefer a live event, people get tired of webminars. I 

think in sustainable human connections. What about highlighting this? 

try to not reach Bruxelles not by plane (how we can travel around the continent without airplane)

more on-line platforms and e-booklets to share

make it virtual again

Improve the app of EuWeek of Regions; improve the social media dedicated to the EUWeek; increase the 

interaction of the web site.

It should be held offline so we can attend in person

Provide more awareness and consultation  sessions about green future 

A replication of this year's event would be fine.

educational activities related to ecology

Be witness to the effectiveness even by speaking live. It happens that the event itself can appear utopian.

raise awareness among participants on the issue. limit the production of unsorted waste

Face to face meetings

All participants in person, could be driven to the event venues by electric cars and each speaker could plant 

a tree back at their country

Online event was a good start, now some reusable materials, less paper included etc.

social service provision to vulernerable groups

to have local and decentralized events at Commission national desk or europe direct or euroregion 

headquarters to avoid airplane travel to Brussels

With more coordination and colaboration between regions and programs for 2021-2027

online 

Focus on all aspects of climate change, mitigation and adaption in all parts of society

on-line

Make the participating organizations apply to organize and have Sustainability as a criteria

- EV for the participanta

- A conference room only powered by renewable energy

- Recyclable materials on the spot

smart

Seguir siendo híbrida

keep going on virtual event 

Increasing the possibility of connecting via IT, but maintaining personal involvement
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Hybrid events

Go digital

Summer meeting in a park

Inviting some ecologist group representative

Online

Αποκέντρωση από τις πόλεις ευτυχισμένοι στο χωριό 

Zero waste practices, removal of single use products

Καμμια

Arriva by train

Through capacity building and capacity development 

This is so irrelevant, sorry...

VIRTUAL

No more plastic/paper packaging for meals and drinks; reusable cups etc

Just try to include holistic topics 

Offer it as a hybrid event to make it possible for people to attend without travelling. For in-person 

attendance, encourage travelling by train and ferry boats if possible (possibly with incentives such as special 

rate offers for travel in partnership with rail and ferry operator companies?)

"Green" logistics (transport, accommodation, conference).

Green deal

Encourage use of recycled and recyclable materials; Recycling stations throughout venue; Downloadable 

presentations to limit paper usage; Set a Green Challenge for Teams taking part and reward top achievers.

Boosting the "NO WASTE" philosophy according a transversal perspective.

Hybrid

Create collective and simultaneous events to dedicate to the environment. For example, a night when the 

lights are not turned on and candles are used, or the beaches of seas and lakes are cleaned, the banks of 

rivers, mountain paths are arranged, etc.

allow for various types of formats, shorter and just 20-30 minutes lunch/coffee breaks with discussions

ΚΥΚΛΙΚΗ ΟΙΚΟΝΟΜΙΑ ΤΩΝ ΠΟΛΙΤΩΝ 

Traducción simultanea

Online

Stay digital

The hours was not the best for my time zone (EU Caribbean islands). I wish I could have access to the 

contents on videos or other support. The was to much contents on the virtual agenda. witch was confusing

I appreciated very much the online character of the event. Probably if it was in a physical form I would not 

have been able to attend it. Such participation was reserved only to our managment.  Shifting the event 

online made has contributed graetly to "democratisation" of the event.

for every attendee plant whole bunch of trees (like project Boranka in Croatia), and if there is any need for 

travel, permit only trains ;)

Just go on this way

In person event is preferred, but it is not green at all. Hybrid could be a good posibility

None. The use of technology, clear management of program and other organisational items was outstanding 

- the best I have encountered (and that includes workshops/conferences with the likes of UN entities and 

others)

To encourage eco-friendly initiatives by local governments

-to define the major problems and to keep the wide discussion how to overcome it

It is very difficult to network online so having an in person event is very important. Perhaps combining the 

event with another event/s such as talks on EU Funding options etc. would ensure people attending got the 

most out of their trip and thus did not have to travel multiple times for different events. 
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Zero paper 

I would do it on site but using technology at the stands

Reduce long-distance by grouping events. (E.g. other large meetings in 1st or 3rd week of October.)

Facilitate weekend activities in between.

Keep them online

Probably best to keep it virtual or somehow reward delegates for using the most green transport options 

available to them, eg promo codes on Eurostar and other intercity rail networks

I think it is green and sustainable maybe more inclusion and remarks on replicability criteria to improve 

dissemination of good practices

It could be continued in an online format or, in case it is not possible, at least as a hybrid event.

continue with the hybrid formula

Try a decentralised approach, less travelling. 

be sure that presentations within each sessions fit with the general topic developed and are discussed, 

otherwise better to have less presentation but with more dialog around it and their main topics

Combine online with place-based gatherings in cities amongst locals. 

continue hybrid

Please keep the possibility of participating online. This will reduce the footprint of the event.

Online events 

keep on with online event

I think in presence, but with webiner is better it's plus sustenible

Online 

No printed materials at all.

Make hybrid local events in the cities and give incentives for participants to bike to event venue, subsidize 

rail travel, use only green electricity providers for your digital event, provide only local eco-certified food, for 

each particpant plant a tree in the city and track its development and success and each 5 year give award to 

the best managed tree. 

hybrid format is a good compromise / if any goodies, think sustainable

through webinars only 

Keep the event hybrid

cover the distance nearest by train and limitation by fly.

No merchandise 

Second hand trading big in Holland

It was good! I didn't attend so many conferences but the ones I saw were great. I would improve the system 

of sharing presentations. They said presentations would be in the interreg library but nothing has been 

published yet. I think it would be good to be able to download the pdf from the app, similar to the button of 

"click to the zoom link", having one of download the presentation (only for attendees). 

hybrid

Public transport development 

develop the comparison on concrete examples

Hybrid would be great

Well...no in person meetings anymore...then there won't be many people coming in by plane ;). Since that is 

not feasible... possibly no plastic bottles, incentives to take the train, and always hybrid solutions so 

attendants do not have to be present in Brussels in order to participate/speak. 

A small fee to sponsor green organizations

paperless

Virtual conference and workshops and no prints.

Digital, and hybrid

More online platforms

it´s already online. 
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If you want to green it, you need to keep it digital to avoid people flying in from all over Europe and beyond. 

Otherwise, no paper, no goodies, avoid badges, low energy or zero energy venues etc.

A online event (not in presence) will allow to save CO2

the next event held in person or via zoom in a green space that is a landmark of each city

environment

Making the conference in person

limit the number of topics, streamline, focus, ... Towards thematic EWCR

By bringing good methods of implication

To try to raise awareness among those attending the different activities that ethical behavior is a 

competitive advantage.

Focuson grassroots resilience and United Nations Sustainable DEvelopment Goas (To be achieved by 2030 

!!!)

It is already too green :) There are other priorities as well such as for example foreign and development 

polices, public administration, democracy, local democracy and local autonomy, trade and investments, 

etc.These subjects are rather poorly covered  Probably a good idea would be also a combination of EU 

priorities and partner countries priorities, which not always coincide. Many of the EU internal priorities 

transferred into international environment are too costly for partner countries under the total lack of 

financial resources especially in the aftermath of the pandemic crisis

Die nächste Ausgabe könnte als GHG neutrale Veranstaltung für alle Teilnehmer als Showroom dienen und 

kommuniziert werden. 

Sustainable transport development

Hybrid

Locate in a city reachable by train, promote hybrid attendance

Stressing the importance of "lessons learned" to create sustainable development

More vidéos 

Accelerate the priority implementation of the Recovery and Resilience Plan through the Recovery and 

Resilience Mechanism which will contribute to the modernization of EU economies and make them cleaner 

and greener.

Green is important but general wellbeing  is even more. More practical tasks, more workshops and 

discussions. I think that a presential event is necessary

We should combine the visual along with in person participation 

Broaden the audience, including a non-expert audience

only hybrid participation

Low carbon footprint in all aspects.

give more freedom to regional partnerships and increase their quantity 

On site workshops. If you take into account the amount of energy that we need to do a workshop like this 

one by the internet and the vast amount of electronical stuff I prefer the classical format. Go to one place, 

focus on one subject and eye to eye contact. 

Keep it online!

100% online model

not sure, I attended only on-line and I did not pay attention if there were any PET bottles etc...

in person edition: data traffic is a high energy-consuming industry

More presential

Less food and water from the fountain:)

involving NGOs

Hybrid event

More hybrid events

No printed material.  

Calculate the carbon footprint of the event and launch a call for compensation projects.
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Allow people to present various cases in different settings (country-wise). We need to learn even from those 

who just graduated with a Master's degree, especially if they have various cultural and educational 

backgrounds. They can see what those professionals can't see.

Also social

Accelerarea implementării cu prioritate a Planului de redresare și reziliență prin  Mecanismul de redresare și 

reziliență care  va contribui la modernizarea economiilor UE și le va face mai curate și mai ecologice

High agenda...

Online event

no use of paper

onsite event

A mix of online sessions and physical ones

Continue videoconferencing

Presentations practical examples

Sustanaible environment and resilient community in fight with covid19

debate on citizen poll which collects before the event, so citizen voice can be heard and debate by involves 

personel

more applied to the society  

It is better to attend the seminars closely because you get in touch with the participants and you can also 

attend an event that you did not organize from the beginning.

Green deal and climate change

Bioeconomics

online sessions will be good to avoid all traveling 

hybrid workshops

Use more screen with stills or videos

In a hybrid format, encourage travel by train. 

If it will be hybrid, we need a sustainable and good transport if we want arrive!

by applying and procurement of green solutions

Keep a hybrid format, with onsite participation of those who can travel by train  

Be back to Brussels in a dispersed number of EU buildings. 

hybrid meetings to avoid the impact of travelling 

propose to use train to join the event

I do not come up woth any original idea about this topic. 

Topic of green agenda in IPA and ENI

better integration between platform applied and own calender/ outlook to book the times , links. Better 

back end possibilities for speaker. We had no training to apply system before the event, althought if was 

planned.

Hybrid event

Main side events in different countries

A hybrid event with virtual access to actual onsite exhibition

digital

keep online formats

vegan food

Use an online platform with de-centralised local events. No-flying to the event policy. 

Low Emission Zones in Cities

send a reminder by email before the beginning of each session on the agenda. 

Just being practical 

Hybrid is great

Include more people for an interesting debate
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more examples in practice good and bad one

Keep it online

I think event was very good. I am really looking forward to say end the events in-person. 

the online access is fantastic

Make online as much of the event as possible.

Session online

Online works well

Please provide digital participation possibilities even if the event is also physical.

smart cities

Cope with the CO2 emissions produced by the keynote speakers' travel to Bruxelles by planting an 

equivalent number of trees capable of absorbing these emissions

available  docs & presentations online for a long time, 

Digital tools

If travel is involved, facilitate the use of trains instead of planes.

keep the same sustainable thinking.

Keep it hybrid, but networking could be online mostly.

By today's standards the present hybrid formula of EWRC has proved itself to be truly green-effective. That 

said, in the first place we should not allow to lower these standards but of course implement new ones once 

they arrive.    

compensate energy and CO2 emissions with certificates 

Aunque sea menos sostenible, para lograr un óptimo resultado de las conferencias, es necesaria la 

interacción personal, por lo que se debería recuperar el formato presencial.

Organise it as hybrid.

Live and only 

Do not buss trips, bit bicycle trips, avoid not judt plsstic but unnecrsarry paper in food package, go to not 

that fancy but greener restaurants. 

Stop the use of plastic bottles. Stop the use of one time service and cups. For instance, there could easily be 

coffee cups and water glasses that are not made to throw away. Do more online to prevent the use of flying 

too much. 

sustainable  mangement

Siendo importante la presencia  física es evidente que supone un riesgo elevado, Dependerá de la evolución 

de la pandemia y situación general de la U.E.

hybrid+online

is to improve socials. A lot of people doesn't know the event.

Online meetings 

Although an on-site forum is always better, I like the fact that a hybrid version is not only more accessible to 

many (no need to travel to attend), but there is also less polution regarding transportation.

Don't print any dossiers, agendas, documentation, flyers.

We are in Europe a heterogeneity space with different cultures and identities, it is important/mandatory to 

involve the citizens in the decisions of the interventions in public spaces.

Citizens' engagement

Eco-friendly initiatives should be encouraged by local governments

OPEN IT TO THE PUBLIC AGAIN

strong campaing and meetings alive

create a commitment among participants to behave greener - with specific recomendations - during the 

week

direct link between future partners and project leaders

Avoid people taking planes to attend it ; avoid promoting/offering meat and fish products ; use a low carbon 

or carbon free venue if in-person, etc.

all the presentations should be streamed for the one who could not be present for all the networks
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I have marked 1 for areas where I have no opinion -  I attended one event. So in future add D/K

Hybrid format is a very sustainable idea!! We should keep it for next editions. 

Hybrid event

The use of planes in order to move should be restricted, as it is a regions committee, it could be interested 

not meeting all in one point but making different meeting points in Europe, and try to use sustainable 

transport method in order to arrive there, such as train discount pass or bus. Inside all should be recicled, no 

papers, local grown food, etc... 

Increase online engagement activities to ensure people have a more complete experience online so they do 

not feel like they need to travel in order to engage.

Offer public transport ticket

Measure footprint for activities needed by the organisation and participation to the event

Include EU Green Agenda in all topics if possible 

Focus on actual results based implementation and performance measurement and monitoring of EU/EC 

Green Deal policies and strategies with special attention for outcomes and impact on the ground and sharing 

of good / best practices and lessons learned.

Regardless of the pandemic situation keep it in a hybrid format, so that people from all over the eu can 

participate without the need to travel. 

hybrid version

TEACHING & EDUCATION OF COURSES AT ELEMENTARY BASIS.

Keep it virtual.

I think keeping an online version of the event is ok. I am not entirely convinced about hybrid events for the 

moment (even though I can't wait to be proved wrong). I think you should accept less applications. I think 

there were too many events at the same time and it was hard to choose and to follow everyone. 

Is was already largely taken into account 

more presentation from different countries 

Make it happen ONLINE and use green energy (servers). If people have to go to Brussels, than put a certified 

compensation system in place, in particular for flights (or opt for NO flights!). No plastic give-aways etc. 

Prepare some tips for participants on how to be more eco friendly. 

Bikes for all the attendants

go on like this

I am not quite sure the greenest edition is the best idea, concerning the current EU (and China) energetic 

problems. Sun is not shining, wind is not blowing, there is a lack of water and the new European energetic 

mix seems to be more than a bit problematic.

I believe it was already very sustainable and can't think of any obvious improvement.

Continue in an online format

Less plastic containers. More fresh food snacks

Resolution of technical problems during live on zoom

online

economic recovery

Please continue the online event, online networking and online exhibition. It saves travel costs in the 

institution, which are the primary obstacle to participation in the onsite event.

Even if the pandemic ends, keep the events also online to minimize the number of travellers.

Assessing CO2 generated during the event to compensate it using payments or specific actions. Avoiding the 

use of one-use utensils. 

Take a look at the construction of the website and the branded materials used for participants. The less the 

code the web has, the less carbon the servers emit when they serve the page, the lighter the ppt's, the 

lighter then network and server use and so the consumption of electricity.

hybrid event

include an overview of culture and history "on the green", the impact on the present
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encouraging every member of European week to pland a tree :)

keep it hybrid no matter what

Colour all the screens green :D

Giving advice (e.g.how to be more eco friendly in our work) 

making possible to attend exibitions related to the event in different places (cities/regions) across Europe

Create a list of very green and successful sustainable practices/processes that can be easily copied

No ideas. It's quite green.

Hybrid events

In the event that the next edition will be hybrid, free bikes for rent for all registered participants with map of 

simple bike routes in Bruxelles would be great. 

Keep it online. Introduce a voluntary donation for climate/environmental projects as "registration fee". 

RESPECTIVELY INFORM THE PARTICIPANTS

I think it is crucial to continue with the online format

use digital tools, social media, digital documents to upload

Launch an aid program towards making substantial progress in the developement of sustainable cities, 

buildings and building materials

no printed leaflets and brochures

no plastic 

online 

to give real examples of how one topic works

Having green best practices

to form students' behaviors on topics of ecology and environmental protection

more networking options, more onsite visits

keep records on consumptions and emissions and then off set the event carbon.

Come more close from political to concrete techologic issues 

This year was already very green, so it is difficult to give any more ideas. Though all the data that we 

produced needs storage and energy which leaves an inprint. But overall very green edition, the standard is 

set very high!

by using environmentally friendly brands

For me it was great as it was, maybe a little more advertising about the event.

Environmental friendly tips implemented

Create a portal for green ideas

  organize events in mixed formula both in presence and at a distance, organize the events in presence trying 

to optimize transport and organization

Environment

Less emails so less consumption of Energy. 

Black background or blue black so to be able to reduce the light of your screen.(ecological setting). 

Filters and programs to clear the voice of speakers, as some speakers lack equitment. This makes difficult to 

stakeholders to listen them clear.  

If the evenet takes place online: Purchase electricity only from renewable energy sources

If the event takes place in persona: Subsidise climate-neutral travel, completely avoid plastic (preferably 

zero waste), no give-aways, vegetarian or vegan catering, local and regional products and much more

Campaigns

Online only

More interaction 

avoid plastics

NO USE OF PRINTED MATERIAL, HYBRID EVENTS

Follow a more digital route, which would prevent the movement of masses.

Provide eco-friendly alternatives to transportation.
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Encouraging the people to travel by train and eat organic during those days maybe? 

Propose Ideas for the greenest and sustainable  innovative project 

Fewer sessions

put an environmental price tag on all events

Collaborative heritage ecosystems in a post-pandemic EU

A more compacted in-person event with less days.

Hybrid formula might be a green and sustainable option since participants can choose to attend without 

travelling and being phisycally in Brussels. However, it is important to leave this choice to the public since 

many particpants are keen to attend again the EWRC event in Brussels. Personally, I prefer attending in 

Brussels and so my do my colleagues.  

focus on oceanpolicy

I believe that this conference was quite sustainable with the use of the ZOOM platform, as there is no travel, 

transport, meals or other expenses that can be used for social cohesion policies

DISSIMAINATION

Keep it virtually. Defissilisation topics. Climate change topucs

I think this edition was very good, although I would prefer meeting in person.

increase  the online interacction between participants, reinforce the repository of digital material, create 

feedback meetings 

plant a tree for every participant

Strong focus on environmental themes

If a face to face event choose a location with maximum rail connections to encourage use of trains

Keep it virtual forever

Keep a digital part (e.g. workshops), so as to keep the level of unheard of engagement of this edition whilst 

allowing people to connect from far with limited CO2 emission (not travel by plane). Besides, if you 

reimburse travel and accommodation (Commission used to do that for a number of speakers), only 

reimburse travel by TRAIN and make the travel a reporting/communication experience (AV or simply a few 

pics).

Greener and digital:

I would say it could be interesting to distribute a protocol for hybrid events aligned with the DigComp for 

citizens. A pdf or short videos explaining sustainable habits for digital environments, how to save energy 

while browsing and using internet platforms (e.g. the environmental cost of opening many windows,...).For 

me (+40 year who has almost learn by-practice) is not so evident how to use internet lightly, have acquired 

many bad habits.



The CO2 compensation of the event could benefit the regions with the strongest structural weaknesses and 

difficulties for a green transition.

Why give earphones (electronic garbage) at the entrance? Blaupunkt, but made in China...

Let's get rid of this! 

A sustainable, green  event incorporates sustainable values such as recycling, plastic use reduction  and a 

mindful reduction of the event’s carbon footprint.

For long lasting results: In the first official announcement of the 20th Euregion Week (on May 2022), 

participants could be informed that upon their registration they will be asked to name (or even send a 

‘proof’???) of an environmental friendly act they conducted (eg. planting a tree) or a greener change in their 

habits they adopted (eg. biking to the office) in the previous months and helped our planet ‘breathe’.  

The use of double-impact hybrid instruments both in terms of the European Green Agreement and the 

achievement of the goal of digitization!

It should be online

Flexibility to connect

Keeping the events online, which allows more people to participate without transport issues 
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Power the Zoom servers with green electricity and recycle their heat

Hybrid event, carbon offsets and tree planting, paperless, zero plastic, promotion of vegetable-based food 

options over high-meat dishes if hosting in-person sessions, competitions for participants to be the most 

sustainable, assistance with / provision of a tool to tracking environmental impacts for each participants. 

Less plastic packs on'site

Green and local servers and streaming platforms

Audio/podcast instead of video (when possible)

create  a flexible  toolbox with a specific and common goals in mind ,aiming to anser objectively and 

continuously to rural ecosysteme demands and challenges

Travel by train instead of by plane (so the cost would have to be comparable)

With excellent content 

Keep on the good work with the green village concept and develop it further. Integrate the Bauhaus concept 

into the design of the broadcasting studio. Challenge videos, poll results overview and recorded messages 

blended perfectly into the live discussions. Excellent moderators! Impeccably orchestrated 19th edition of 

the European Week of Regions and Cities.

remote attendance

There is still a value to physical face to face dialogue meeting in Brussels or other major city maybe one with 

a Green Agenda?

Charge a minimum amount to participants (e.g. 5€) reversible for planting trees in burned areas or for 

research on new forms of sustainability...

My suggestion is to provide it in a big park or in a forest through the use of green technologies and 

sustainable consumption

The next edition should be online.

Keep the online format

Having the edition live (in situ) but making it smooth and healthy and sustainable with little or no plastic 

gadgets papers etc

online event again, CO2 compensation for travels

make it virtual again ... but I think green and sustainable is one thing, finally meeting again would outweight 

this benefit

Multiple physical locations that are digitally connected 

Avoiding in-person meetings will not help. I suggest to find a location near a natural area in Europe, like the 

city of Ronda (Spain), surrounded by several national and natural parks, adn full of culture.

Online Events - Centralised Venues - Incentives for green transport option if physical presence is foreseen

To make less events, because even when we connect to the web web pollute our environment

Add local practical activities that would help the projects moving forward and connect more citizens 

In my opinion doing it online/hybrid of course not as flashy, but a lot greener and a lot more cost efficient: 

less travel (especially by plane), less accommodation cost, less everything. Like this, it is really about content.

it is done online and not in person

digital/hybrid format; combine registration with the opportunity to make a donation to a funding for climate 

or social action, promote decentralized hybrid side events,    

No suggestion, it was very well organized 

Hybrid meetings: Zoom and on site, more distributed so we don't have to fly all to Brussels or any other 

capital but just take the train to a regional hub.

People need to meet face to face in smaller hubs , located around the globe and digitally connect 

Continue with an online event with no need for people to travel.

start on monday and end on saturday.

hybrid session with space to network and other spaces to attend remotely other sessions

Equal participation  of all nation
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innovations - but they need time

Cooperate with green organizations, ask for donations for green organizations, perhaps a sponsorship in 

cooperation with train companies.

Less food - it is not needed all the day, lunch is enough and coffee later. Give participants a drinker and they 

can use water fountain.

Add more topics related to sustainability.

to present more successful examples from EU regions and cities with focus on using current financial 

mechanisms 

Regional event 

hybrid,, phigital, 

Online only.

online event with green power supply; in case of event in presence: fund especially green traveling

Intégrer que les sujets liés au développement durable

Do not allow distribution of any hard copies or goodies (of any kind)

hybrid and local events

Keep it online as much as you can

More remote settings

If we go back to an in-presence event, I'd recommend to be strict on the paperless side of the event. We 

could perhaps have stand or quick info about climate change etc. 

keep it onloine (it's a pity, but it is greener), compensate emitted CO2 during videoconferences, ask people 

to only switch cameras on when interacting

Following of the carbon footprint 

Consider hybrid organization at different venues (cities)

read the subjects above

To provide more interactions of participants by short reviews or by split in small groups to interact 

Have participants travel by train.

Rimango online

My suggestion is that the next time the event takes place, young politicians from all over Europe will be 

selected and met closely, so that we can exchange views and ideas about our dreams! Unfortunately, the 

Covid-19 crisis drove us away! I hope to be close and not behind a screen!

I strongly belief that the 20th edition will take place in a disease-free environment. Covid-19 pandemic will 

be surmounted all over the EU and the masks will be just memories from the past. However, I consider the 

organisation of hybrid events when having a huge number of participants as greener and more sustainable, 

both in terms of efficiency and environmentally-friendly option. 

First of all congratulation for creating such a large event. I think that the offer of online meetings already has 

a positive environmental impact compared to the amount of travel that should have taken place for 

attendance in person.

Education and such kind of events will play a huge part educating the young generation ultimately the 

greenest and sustainable.

a hybrid event

Development of technological tools for remote attending - providing special railway connections during the 

EWRC to favour people's movement

only webinars like this year 

The online format would be the best solution but it will require a rethinking on how to organise events.

Both in presence and remote will be fine

Hybrid

If the event is live,  non paper, local food and catering

Online

Exploring holding some panels in remote while the central ones stationary for getting a better interaction 

and networking with other participants.
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if in-person: no goodies 'made in China', choice of venue that promotes carbon neutral events, with energy 

sources, food waste and recycling, non use of disposable plastics etc; carbon offsetting projects to cover 

participant travel

server run on sustainable energies, oblige any in person participant to include "carbon offset fees" for their 

travel, encourage the use of land transport instead of airplanes, where feasible.

Green and sustainable event venue

That's just a branding slogan, people. 

Increasing local events

give more TIME befors 20 edition 20222 for partner and regional authorities in order to prepare report and 

project presentation 

promote loudly sustainable travel solutions such as trains and night trains. and remind participants of the 

exact carbon impact of aviation/of their flight to Brussels.

Arrange as online event or set up local "meeting zones" in different cities where it is possible to go to by 

train.

Hybrid event

Hybrid mode wold be great

- Utilize renewable energy and reusable water in the event building.

- Recycle the garbage produced produced in the event.

Travel to Brussels should be by train, if possible. No programmes need to be printed. Reusable badges. 

Reduce goodies for participants. 

Make only digital events 

Collaboration and partnership

Women involvement in each edition.

Keep the event online in order to minimise travel

100% digital event

Zaproszenie młodych ludzi którzy określą cele, narzędzia i wskaźniki zrównoważonego rozwoju regionów i 

miast

A live session from all over Europe not only from Brussels 

zoom it

Paperless, hybrid

More days with a hybrid model.

Take into account small enterprises

Link of EU policies and Agenda 2030 in particular SDG11.

Focus only on green topics, but not on greenfields. Everything can be greener - how - what should change?

Eco-friendly venues

Benefit the Community

Presential mode

Keep up the good work and what you're doing! 

Actualmente la considero buena

Less sessions.

Still online event

DRINK TAP WATER AND USE RECYCLED PAPER FOR NOTES

No sure. Stay online?

underline presentations with slides that do not contain too much text, distribute presentations to the 

audience automatically

Little more time 

Measure CO2 emissions + capture that ammount of CO2, while explaining how that can be done (for others 

to follow the good practice)

Introduce a symbolic ticket that will be entirely devoted to an initiative fighting climate change
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Make it a hybrid event with both onsite and virtual attendance options.

Allow online participation but, Covid permitting, revert to physical events. 

Use online options as much as possible. Make on-site options count and as sustainable and climate-friendly 

as possible.

Ecology 

Only train tickets to be reimbursed for on site visitors

Dissemination only in online edition 

try to do hybrid meeting with a reasonable limit of participants

focus on fragmented and participatory approaches 

More interactive and participative.

keeping the hybrid version of the event

To make an hybrid event. Workshop and conferences online/ physical and physicial networking event. 

Online evnte halp to follow several workshop and conferences and continue to work for our organisation, 

without take time to travel, and it is more sustainable.

More QR Codes less paper

Actual edition ok

Clear linkage between national policies and project (action) ideas i. e. From Idea to Practice

EWebseminars are fantastic instrumets for these kind of events. More of those

Look to having recognized sustainability standards and criteria to evaluate all aspects of next edition, such as 

UN GSTC for tourism.

Keep it online to avoid traveling for participants, use green platforms for streaming

Encourage participants to join Brussels by train.

It never can be fully sustainable. Attending the event however is an investment.

In my opinion is already sustainable

Trafic

Remain on a hybrid version

Usage of recicled materials, paperless

Hybrid Event - with the possibility to attend in person 

24 people insitu (different places around Europe and neighboring countries)

how many the want on-line

thousands looking at recorded sessions.activily promoted by the organization 

hybrid session

Transport facilities, free interactive app for carbon footprint during the participation of every person at the 

event. 

Probably, replace transports from our cities to Brussels that are by plane (?).

The online version for sure controlled the CO2 emissions generated by people moving to Brussels for the 

event every year. Nevertheless, this format made me feel the need of human contact even more. Maybe an 

hybrid event could be planned for the next edition  

we need a different system of registration. mobilising a lot of people to conduct a lab where then only 20 

people show up (<25% of registered)  is not effective for resources and therefore not really green...

provide incentives to participants not to use planes as means of transport to attend European Week of 

Regions and Cities. 

just....keep up the good work

keep it on line 

sobriété énergétique, mais à l'impossible nul n'est tenu 

I think you are on a good way. Just keep on doing what you are currently doing.

For those travelling to the event, x trees should be planted to offset the carbon of flights to host city etc.

Any catering should not have any single use plastics

Support hybrid participation with online option

Panel about Urban design strategy 
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Internet sessions

Formato hibrido: presencial e digital.

co2 compensation for the whole event

Maintain virtual avoiding travel

Ecological building techniques and economy

If in person:

- recycled products (cutlery, merchandise etc)

- connect to the Year of Youth and engage the youth!

- organise capacity building programmes - often the participants and speakers are experts, reverberating 

their knowledge within their own echo chambers. Let us empower the right people by making this 

knowledge and experience available to others! 

more easy access 

Green congress, but should be in person

apply green procurement

the same

Keep it this way. 

Migration
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3.4 Any other suggestion or feedback you would like to share?

Participants, YEPs, Masterclass, Partners, Speakers, Moderators

Mayor difusión, porque no llega mucho.

tal vez fomentar mas el contacto a través de redes de instituciones y asociaciones ( profesionales / sectoriales )

Thank you 

I have no suggestions

This was an exciting topic of debate for 2021. A big thank you to AER.

In section 2.2, I gave a rating of 6 to those features that I haven't used as I have no experience to express a rating. 

Also, if I found the #EURegionsWeek extremely well-organized (and with an organizing team that was helpful and 

responsive, and a communication team that was encouraging and supportive), I found problematic the fact that 

the event was mostly held online and was overwhelming to navigate (300 sessions are a lot). Last but not least, as 

a session organizer, I had a high number of participants registered with only 30% that showed up. This is quite the 

norm for the digital world, but I am not sure - as a session organizer - if I would do it again, as I had limited 

engagement and result (compared to the energies and time dedicated to the organization of the session it self). 

One final remark: can longer sessions be considered? For Participatory Labs, 1 h and 30 min is really short for any 

meaningful engagement to happen. Many thanks for your excellent work! 

record requests for responses/contacts and the results of an assessment of responses obtained or their absence. 

Give public notice of less pleasant situations presented by participants and do not focus debates only on good 

examples. Explore more controversial issues and contemplate the possibility of being proposed

ad hoc topics for debate with case study analysis. Spread the event online over several days/weeks in order to be 

able to attend more conferences. Fewer promotional videos in the middle of conferences shortening time for 

dialogue.

As backend moderator, I received the technical instructions only when the session opened (few minutes later than 

the schedule). At that point I didn't have time to read them carefully bcs I was busy testing the speakers' mics, etc.. 

So I missed some important settings, such as that the chat was disabled for participants! Also, I muted all 

participants included the translators. It would be advisable to clearly explain this kind of very important 

technicalities well in advance, rather then few minutes before the session: I did the training but those points were 

not mentioned. Many thanks!

hope it will be possible to meet up with people in Brussels again next year - direcgt contact is very important

Allow more critical voices - would make the event more balanced (sometimes feels like a big promotion event...)

I love EURegionsWeek and will support it!

There were many acts at the same time. Very difficult choice that the platform could make easier by regrouping 

them by day and hour.

the zoom session for the meeting had to be opened half an hour in advance.  Instead, at the very minute the event 

was announced to start, which created a number of palpitations. 

The synchronisation of the agenda and the calendar could be improved. 

I especially liked the session on demographic change in Galicia and incentives for families to settle there. The 

session was only 1h long and structured in a very simple way: 1) showcast of a video directly filmed in the region - 

this gives great insight into the respective region and one also gets an idea of the atmosphere there; 2) Q&A. In 

total I took away more content from this session than from any others, because it was so simple and concise with 

a great video instead of a stream of power point presentations where presenters read their content of the screen 

and in the end as listener you are likely to be overwhelmed.

See you in Brussels at EWRC 2022
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good

more events in presence

Yes, I'm very disappointed because I don't have any access of the presentations .... I had some of them (other 

important no) but now I don't have any access... disappointed. 

As partners and hosts of a merged workshop session, we experienced great difficulties in organizing a joint session 

with topics, presentations, and speakers which were very different from one another, and with only limited time. 

While joint workshops allow to have more variety and the creation of new partnerships, it can sometimes be 

difficult to structure it in a coherent way.

We also suggest improving the communication and promotion of the event, by reaching and including a wider 

target group (e.g. youth, general public, other potential stakeholders…) and not just the professionals.

It would be cool if the guests of the meeting were offered bicycles to travel around the city.

It would also be possible to organize joint leisure after a busy day. Something like a football match between 

EURegionsWeek members.

The event was well organised, but online events just don't work as well for networking as I am too busy doing my 

day job work. 

Great experience this year with swapcard and we had a technical problem during our workshop but one of your 

colleagues immediately tried to help us. Topservice, thanks!

All the speaker must speak english or the subtitles must be exelent (not like this zoom edition)

presentation of  other projects ' ideas from different partners  and  peers, and regional exchanges of experiences 

an important, welcome event with a major impact on all stakeholders

great job! very interesting 

Seminar dedicated 

It is difficult when the moderator speaks with heavy broken english 

A face to face meeting should be also ok for making easy the social interaction among participants

Great event!

Χρηματοδότηση για καλυτέρευση ποιότητας ζωής στο χωριό 

A bit of more flexibility when setting the stand. It should be possible to make changes to the stand some time, for 

instance, one month before the event and partners could also have the possibility of making changes themselves, 

there were lots of options that were blocked. 

Live attendance in Brussels is prefered. I appreciate the effort of the organization and all the work done to arrange 

it, but the reality is that staying at home the other work draws more attention

MATERIAL DIDACTICO 

Participate things with enough time to get more people involved, attract emerging professionals, attract expedient 

people to interact.

more Time for scientific Input to the topic

Having not been aware of EU Regions before, I found the entire event to be thoroughly fascinating and was greatly 

impressed at the range of topics covered during the event. 

I would suggest to reduce a bit sessions overlap.Maybeless sessions ans more interactive "space" .

Thanks for your valuable work.

I think it is very important to understand how European directives are implemented and applied by the individual 

Regions and Cities. Going into the details of the initiatives activated is precious and generates trust. thank you very 

much

ΟΤΙΔΗΠΟΤΕ ΟΡΓΑΝΩΤΙΚΟ ΜΕ ΠΕΡΙΦΕΡΕΙΑΚΟ ΧΩΡΟ ΤΗΣ ΕΥΡΩΠΗΣ 

Traducción simultanea
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Virtual meeting is not the best for this type of event. To much subjects at the same time and no replay available 

for those who are not in the same time zone or who wish to assist to events that was taking place at the same 

exact time. the shape of agenda was really confusing and difficult to understand. 

see my comment above. Furthermore, maybe there would be a way of making it possible to change during the 

event to a different session in case the one we registered for does not come to our expectations and there was 

another session we found interesting too but could not "register" for it because it was during the same time slot

I don't like that Slido is using cookies for tracking participants.

SOME ORGANISERS WERE NOT "ORGANISED". NEED FOR STRICTED RULES AND GUIDANCE FOR THEM

Please put a "not applicable" option in this survey form - for some of the questions, I just put neutral as it was not 

something in which I had taken part

To keep the interregional connection as strong and developing as possible

While the online sessions worked well overall, it was difficult to generate the levels of interaction with the 

audience that is possible via an in-person event. Overall though, delighted to have had the opportunity to be a 

part of it. Well done to all involved in organising the event. 

1) I attended only a few events,  so I would appreciate in next surveys the Choice : No Opinion. 2) I think for 

Sharing information an online events are/can be  efficient 3) Online networking for me does  NOT work 

4) I do not understand that EU institutions still use ZOOM for offcial events. It is Chinese and in my opinion 

probably still has  ''back doors/safety risks" Although it functioned properly I therefore gave it a zero

We had no visit to our stand because we were labelled as European Commission of which we are part but people 

in a virtual world were not capable to see us or see what we do.. next year we shoudl participate but on site it 

would be better.

Slido: make sure the event code remains visible after the first introduction slide. (For people who need longer than 

10 seconds to get their phone and find/start Slido...)

I was actually glad that it was an online event. I could never find enough time to travel for almost one week to 

Brussels to joint it. It was not only more accessible for me in an online format, but also allowed for participating at 

a considerable number of workshops (some starting right after another) I might not have been able to participate 

at in case it would have been in a classical format.

The internet links i.e. the agenda presentation were a bit confusing, not easy to find out the themes of interest.

I participated because the event was online. That is a big help. The themes were very relevant. Thanks!

(I rated the questions under points 2.2 and 2.3 with 5 for cases where I didn't know the aspects/amenities/offers) 

I don't know

Sessions replays

Give possibility to young generation to voice their concearns and solutions and give them power to execute them - 

a fund for the best ideas and teams to implement those solutions in the cities/regions that would express the 

willingnes to implement the project. Or organise a special lottery to finance the award (similar to NL). 

Continue contribute address the pressing issues of healthcare, poverty alleviation, climate change risks and 

conflicts to peace transformation as well as 17 UNSDG'S! 

please share the slides used on the event's webpage (in addition to the recording)

wonderful opportunity in sharing experiences in short time 
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I think the swapcard platform was really useful and clear: I think this is a nice way to make the most of the digital 

medium we have been using, while not trying to imitate an in-person setting (which I think does not work for 

online events). For this reason I would completely avoid the Virtual exhibition platform, which was not easy to 

navigate and felt a bit "old" (trying to replicate the event venue online) and confusing. Also the Virtual exhibition 

platform had quite a few technical glitches (background documents not opening and cumbersome navigation, on 

top of being rather resource intensive).



I would suggest to allow participants to also register via their EU Login account, as EU Login is open also to people 

outside the EU institutions and this would facilitate further interactions between participants and EU institutions.

Session dedicated or thematic focus group involved regional officer like me  in particular detail information about  

INTERREG PROGRAMMES 2021-2027

Renewable energy- Hydropower?

well done

Please make group registration possible so one person can sign up other people as well with their own email 

adress. Otherwise it will be nearly impossible to attend in person events again since it is easier and more secure if 

one person registeres the entire delegation (including politicians, journalists etc) than individual registration 

(people often forget to sign up or forget their paper to get the badge etc). Therefore there should be a possibility 

for a group registration where one coordinator can sign up a total of 10 people at the same time and can collect 

their badges beforehand etc. Thank you!

Make it even easier to filter interests of participants to network. Also it was not obvious to me in what video 

meeting I would meet the people I schedule meetings with. In general build upon the networking aspect of the 

platform. The easier it is to find exactly who to talk to in terms of project collaboration interests and expertise, the 

more it will be used.

The tutorials for Video Testimonials was shared really late. I hope the next edition could be in person - this is the 

purpose of the EWRC. We lacked some information - the SliDo tool and its using was little bit confusing at the start 

for us as the partners. We would appreciate a manual for the partners where we can find all informations in one 

place. If there was possibility to find the answers of our questions it wasnt in one place....

All other suggestions are 100% positive

May be to limit number of events or to organize events by clusters/sectors. As it is rather difficult to orient in a 

huge number and diversity of events, such a blend might even put off some people 

Vielen Dank für die tolle Kommunikation und Glückwunsch an die Veranstalter für das gelungene Event!

The programme is long and intense, it is good that it was possible to "dip in" to those sessions most relevant.

Thanks to all for the open debate

Prioritize the implementation of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, which promotes the balance 

between the three dimensions of sustainable development: economic, social and environmental. Publication of 

case studies / best practices regarding the progress made / the results obtained through the commitments 

assumed with the adoption of the 2030 agenda.

Too much parellel sections, too much topics. Lets concentrate!

I think that a presential event is necessary

Try to have presentations closer to citizens needs and contemporary issues for the people. Avoid technical 

presentations.

not so many limitations for participants 

Make sure you spend some time on the webinar formatting.
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Unfortunately, it is difficult to rate items which we have not used, such as live chat, interpretation, tutorials, app. 

These should not be mandatory to answer the survey. 

Several participants were missing an email with the connection link for each event they signed up to. It was not 

clear that this email would not come and that the link is available in the lower section of the swapcard event 

website.

With virtual events it is not possible to know who exactly participated in the end at our workshop. This would be 

useful for follow-up activities and networking. 

It was difficult to attend the workshops. I'm not really used to this stuff of electronic formats and I won't, I don't 

really like them. We expend lots of energy and we get only sparse data and no personal feelings. It is really 

strange, maybe I could answer with a bot and a correct algorithm to this questionary but I'm human. Did you 

remember that concept?

Reduce the number of sessions and promote more interaction with participants. 

I was not very happy with the event app. I have not use most of the features (and as there is on opption to not give 

answer I gave 1 for these I have not use - question 2.2). The program was not user-friendly: it was difficult to guess 

what the workshop is about from its name only and there were too many workshop to read all information about 

them in detail. So I choose only one workshop to attend. It was not easy to find connection details as well (I would 

expect them in "my agenda" or directly in an email I got - but after about 10 minutes I found them and 

connected). ZOOM and the workshop itself was OK.

back to in person meeting

Thank you

Best of good luck! 

to change the platform system

Well done

Prioritizarea implementării Agendei 2030 pentru dezvoltare durabilă, care promovează echilibrul între cele trei 

dimensiuni ale dezvoltării durabile: economic, social şi de mediu. Publicare studii de caz/bune practici în ceea ce 

privește progresele realizate/rezultatele obținute prin angajamentele asumate odată cu  adoptarea agendei  2030.

While registering it would be better to navigate through the programme without having to go to the beginning 

everytime one has just registered for an event. 

More free webinars, roundatable discussion, symposiums with free e-certificates

Good work. Congratulations

Green Economy

too many sessions, sometimes difficult to choose, can be more highlighted 

In general it was very interesting. I wouldn't change nothing. 

Maybe new idea - to make also one EU Regions Week in the spring with very actual topics, to introduce the state 

of play of European Union by the Union institutions

Would be good to have clear information that it is possible to share the xoom link, even after the registration 

closed. However, it appears there was no deadline for registration which we thought there were, to maximize 

participants above 50 people. Perhaps it would good to rethink the the demand of minimum 50 people, if the 

event is to be digital- However, if it's going to be a live event in Brussels with only three participants, then the 

minimum requirement makes sense. Otherwise, great event as always!

Keep up the good work for the 2022 edition of the European week of regions and cities. I do not think it should be 

a requirement to have a COR member as a speaker in every session. 

Great event, thank you!

The percentage of No-Shows was too high and it is partly due to lack of interaction and messages from the 

organisers to registered participants. We all put a lot of time and efforts in organising our sessions so the lack of 

participation was disappointing. It wasn't the case last year
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Next time, when invite young reserachers and/or academicians with high h-index and busy schedules to be 

present in commisoners meeting - at least let them put/expose their questions....

Thank you

the zeros I have given is because I did not use this item. So no experience with that. 

It was really nice to have so many options and to see so many developments within Europe. I wanted to have to be 

able to have more time per workshop. There was not really a lot of time for interaction.

Discussing critical aspects, eg bureuacratic aspects (monitoring and financial reportings)

Keep up the good work of bringing people together

Well done:-)

Slido was a good integration! 

I would like to see wider representation in key speaker selection (private and civil sectors) in order to limit the 

'echo chamber' effect and more balanced overview of the state of play in regional development

International participation

Thank you for organizing this kind of platform for sharing experiences, finding partners for futures projects

Guidance and masterclass for CSOs on how to access EU funding 

Thanks for wonderful organisation! 

The links to sessions and live 'reporting' of topics was authentic and engaging

Zoom is not the best and safe online platform...

Expedicion Economico Europea

It would be better to plan a time schedule less contract. I mean that 7 minutes to present a project are very few.

participatory leadership type sessions to involde participants in the co-management of funds; in the management 

of a projets / partners >> give an idea of the complexity of EU shared management funds >> give participants more 

hands on info so that they know more about the EU

During EWRC days have open days on the site of EU funded projects so mainly local population also learns about 

the EWRC and bring EWRC to them and their local authorities through virtual access. Advertise EWRC in local and 

national television channels, not only Euronews. 

Time management is a classic issue,but moderator not are always aware enough

This event is meaningless

Make the join now button (to join the online call) bigger and easier to see. I exported the calendar invite but the 

link to the meeting was not in and it was not the first thing I noticed when I visited the registration site. So I missed 

about 2-3 mins

Great event, but being online I follow only a few session and zero networking.

I hope to come back in person, though I know that for Brussels-based people it's easier.

Technical adjustment to have a better quality of the videos directly when they are launched to be able to read 

subtitles (the quality improved after a few seconds or even minutes although the original quality was good). 

Encourage the moderator to ask questions to the speakers instead of letting them make a long presentation.

Thank you so much for the incredible organization!

If digital reduce number of events

A virtual map to show online on a map, from which country or city there are participants on all of the the events a 

the same time. Also a quick links to invite friends and colleagues to join if a super special insight is available.

I think that the newsletter creation of the event the next months. The promotion, via email the sessions of the 

event with video, broadcast e.t.c. Also, more information about how to continue the participation, in the frame of 

cohesion.
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I was overstrained with all the platforms and fonctionalities: you need many time in order to feel confident with all 

the fonctionalies. It was very good organised but sometimes the deadlines were annonced very short time before. 

I miss a real Event or maybe Hybrid. The Quality of the discussion in our workshop was good. 

so many interesting topics were covered. I need an extra week to watch all videos I am inetersted in and was not 

able to attend the session.

One of the best EU initiatives - congratulations to all involved in its organization and delivery

Registration procedure could be made more simple on Swapcard.

An evaluation sheet should allow not to answer every question. For example, above, I was not able to rate all the 

points raised under No 2 as I did not use all the tools mentioned. However, I was forced to rate them so I had to 

rate them with a '5', which will distort your results. 

make sure the presenters have a message, are interesting to hear and have an inspiring message 

Use mask and take a COVID-19 vaccine

topics of the sessions should be more precise - many sounded very similar and generic

Please make available the material (videos, presentations) of the events for later use, because i didnt manage to 

participate in all events.

There were a lot of events that sometimes looked similar, so it was a bit difficult to choose to which ones register.

 I hope it will be possible to participate in person in the next events

A more effective communication channel (support), because sometimes links to the sessions may be broken (it 

happened), and other difficulties can emerge that can be solved with online backing.

Unfortunately i was haven't electric and internet in home.  You should think haw can you give chanse to poor 

people for electric and internet this basic need and part of right about haus. European regin need new Vision for 

this point

Please, in advance, communicate the technical requirements, since I had technical issues with Zoom and my 

browser, which led to me not able to taking part in a breakoutsession. 

Good luck

It was great to meet new people. I want to appreciate about the diversity factor the organisers added in the event. 

Well done. 

One essential part of the EU regions Week is the networking and B2B cooperations, so it would be preferable a live 

or a hybrid event with all the safety measures

face-to-face attendance is necessary to establish solid relationships to facilitate future cooperation projects.

As a journalist I hope that one day the experts we meet (eg regional) are allowed to pass on the information and 

express their opinions on the record. Maybe for the 20-th EWRC Anniversary?    

Networking remains difficult online, so a live event would be much appreciated. More possibilities to have 

different workshops. 

Twitter is great but made a Slack channel would provide more engagement. 

Tools, like the circular benchmark tool, but for funding opportunities and jobs would be very helpful. 

Please provide some training materials on how to use different platforms, before the event.

Thank you for organising this event.

Its getting better and better

all good

Acercar mas la U.E. y sus características a la sociedad en general, especialmente a las poblaciones y personas, pues 

parece que no hay motivación hacia la U.E. y mas se ve como un Banco al que acudir por los Estados.  

if online - you HAVE to have email reminders for every registered session!!!!!!

I have the impression that many attendees lost the opportunity to attend the events due to the lack of a reminder 

and a direct Zoom meeting link in their calendars. 
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It was very disappointed to me that many presentations are not available. And some of them would be very 

important for me. I'm very sad with that.  

Thank you!

YES I  WAS NOT ALLOWED TO ATTEND WHY

I would like next EU Regions week play in Bruxelles live :)

The programme was too vast, very hard to choose sessions and always the fear of missing something else. 

Shorten the delay to publish the sessions on Youtube (or any other platform) and be notified by email about it.

Huge improvement compared to last year in terms of registration, accessibility and UX performances.

it is important to return to more hybrid events with the physical participation!!no networking with digital platforms

I went in for ideaas - and got one or two  - but not really involved directly

The speakers should be encouraged to make their presentations more lively and attractive.  

Consider sending the meeting/event links directly to registrants who are taking time out to participate and learn 

experiences and include reminders in calendars and CET timings.  

For me the best is to be on site. I didn't like the online

When people register to the workshop have a remainder with the link the day before

The swapcard platform is good, but the format could be improved a little so it's easier to see without a lot of 

scrolling which events are on which days/times. Also, the "add to your calendar" option is good to have but not 

everyone sees or uses it and when you do, there are no reminders associated with the calendar event. So, unless 

you are paying close attention, it is quite easy to miss a session you intended to participate in. 

Spread out the event across more days/weeks giving participants more opportunity to join sessions alongside 

life/work commitments (few people have the time or inclination to spend 3 days continuously in Zoom sessions).

Please thank to this year's technical team hosting the Zooms for being so efficient and friendly.

Sessions were sometimes opened only 10-15 minutes before they were due to start (instead of 30 minutes before)

It would be useful to get the email reminders before the session starts. To decrease the high level of no-shows. To 

add the session into the outlook calendar. Registration was very easy - much better than the previous year. 

Participants from countries should be more involved in discussions 

I'm presently team leader of the strategic assessment of the EU Support and Coordination with Egypt in the field of 

private sector development (2014-2020) with expected recommendations for the next country programming cycle. 

We are solidly mainstreaming green and blue economy / transition and circular economy as cross-cutting issue in 

our evaluation process. For that, any relevant EU/EC policy documents and good / best practices & lessons learned 

would be most welcome since we're in the desk study phase. Also any relevant documents, baseline data and 

information pertaining to Egypt most welcome. 

Also, in Lebanon I'm the technical advisor to the Government on the Sectoral and Organisational Planning, 

Measurement and Inspection Programme (SOPMIP) with the Office of the Minister of State for Administrative 

Reform (OMSAR) and the Central Inspection of Lebanon(CI) and we are currently developing such special system 

for the Environmental Protection and Climate Change sector with and duly owned and managed by the Ministry of 

Environment (MoE). Also for this, any sharing of relevant policy, strategy and methodological documents / tools 

and/or good/best practices is most welcome. 

Congrats again for the very successful EURegionsWeek and especially also for the most interesting and relevant 

session I attended. More power to you !
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I found the platform NOT user friendly. I do not use the app, I watch all the events at my computer, especially as it 

is during the working hours. On the computer the platform seemed a bit overwhelming. My remarks:

 - make it easier to find on the main EWRC page - I had to access it everytime through the 'register' button,

 - I do not like that My agenda only allowed me to mark one event at a certain hour. I would like to have a visible 

list of ALL the events I am interested in, cause I might decide to watch part of one and then part of another,

 - Improve the registration process, I like the idea of registering at the same time as marking it on my agenda, but 

for many people it was still confusing and we had to explain it. Moreover, for the organisers it might be also a bit 

confusing cause you have a big number of people marking it on the agendas but not attending in the end.

I was not informed about my privacy rights regarding the recording and publication of videos on youtube. Instead I 

received conflicting information. This point should be clarified in future editions and the ( many ) recordings 

should be protected on more secure platforms or not available online at all 

SECURITY OF PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION & TRUCKS .. INTRODUCTION OF TECHINQUES AND CONTINUOUS 

SURVEILLANCE. ( NOT SAFTEY.. SECURITY ONLY AGAINST MALICIOUS ACTS)

Make online sessions more interactive.

participants in next event to have possibility to prepared full paper and to publish them in a journal from 

organizers or in a proceedings 

Congratulations for your good work!

please publish the results of the slido polls

Definitely, there must be a list of contacts available for each country at the end of the session (or in a presentation 

published afterwards), who can help to guide the participants of the program and share the right ways and ideas. 

In case of Czech republic it is the Ministry for Regional Development, in my opinion it is quite important to get the 

contact list of ministry employees responsible for this topic.

Congrats!

More social network options

huge event, took me some time to get through all the topics and select

attended only thursday, got lots of info THANKS A LOT

Very successful event. Thank you!

It would be great to offer moderation courses and speaker courses for those of them who are going to have a 

session. There are especially some nationalities that just speak and speak and speak without any analytical and 

personal comments or reflections on what they say. It is just monologes and it is boring. Especially Italians have a 

tendency to just talk without any interactions.  

Thank you !

Translators shoud know the subject of the speaker  earlier in order to translate even speakers with not too much 

clear English

The contents of a lot of sessions for this edition were vague and weak. And overlapping.

Invest and get right on with your endeavor and professional work

Presentiality is a must. Online conferences are not useful and networking is imposible

For online events: attach a brief ZOOM/Slido/Mural etc. for Dummies to the event/session calendars. Provide .ics 

files for individual sessions, not only a "My Agenda calendar". 

There were so many workshops or info meetings at the same time that it was quite difficult to choose. I couldnt 

find if it is possible to see/ watch/ review any other ones as I am interested in different areas. It would be great to 

have more time and space for networking - I dont know if there is any option to look for partners in sectoral or 

other options.

Some debates were very interesting - should be shorter and even more to the point and have some illustrations to 

give a break from a lot of talk, Moderators could be more impatient....
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All of your members made a great work! 

I am satisfied with the way this event was conducted.

Capacity of GPS usage so to know which persons of your network are close by, in this way 

Maybe a certain form of pdf pressentations, all the presentations to have a preaty similar structure 

Integration of Linkedn contacts with particpants in the european week of regions. 

A five 5 minutes last talk by the presenter as final conlusion and message to take home. 

Decrease the number of workshops in parallel, record contents (zoom), and make it available immediately

+ Top design + Good reminder emails + Using Slido + Interesting survey



Maybe there should be more technical tests to make sure everything runs according to plan. In addition, it would 

make sense for workshops - a group exercise with people working together intensively on a topic - to be 

workshops and not lectures.



Apart from that, thank you very much for the lovely organisation!

Great Summit!

more time to communications and to discussions 

EXCELLENT ORGANISATION, HOPE NEXT YEAR TO MEET EVERYONE IN PERSON

Awareness of participating together feeds the feeling of belonging to one community, the EU community of 

citizens. We are all one. That's worth making it easy from an European identity perspective.

To many workshop/session om the program

priorities 

It is important to congratulate the moderators and the opening and closing debates in which there was a very 

motivating interaction. On the 13th, there were problems in accessing the scheduled agendas, and no information 

was given on the reason for this. It would be important to give feedback to participants and give them further 

access to their view.

MORE IMPLEMENTATION in EXPERTS

There was major problems with zoom to our session, we recived a new zoomlink 5 minutes before the event 

started.. so stresssful for all involved and our participants. So next time you might do a better risk analysis if you 

use Zoom as platform. 

The problem with free online conferences is that people don't turn up to the sessions, we've prepared for over 100 

participants and only 25 turned up, half of them stayed till the end. I think people are fed up with online events. If 

situation allows, the next edition should be in person.

Geography 

Presentations of a given event should be immediately available to download in Swapcard (if speakers agree of 

course). Also, a series of related background URLs should be available, including from participants (possibility to 

upload these links prior or during the virtual meeting).

keep the TV show opportunity for the opening, closing and Citizens Dialogue. Let's associate potential partners to 

the preparation of the 20th anniversary with special sessions (retrospective  testimonials? ) 

Maybe the networking was complicated for me. In one hand now I can identify speakers working around projects 

related to topics such as (Energy, Carbon and Hydrogen, Waste and Pollution,...) but I cannot say the same about 

the participants. 



I like the digital platforms, but the opportunity to meet groups of common interests is not so clear for me. I missed 

the coffee breaks equivalent in the virtual space to interact with the participants. A planned virtual coffee about 

the big themes (Cohesion, Green transition, Digital transition and Citizens' engagement) could happen.
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Good points this year: access to the list of participants and  possibility to export to outlook calendar -

BUT  connexion was difficult... password asked too often and no possibility to stay logged in... these magic links 

were annoying and didn't always work... 

I would have liked to see the recordings on the same day - but it wasn't possible



This survey also doesn't have an option like "Not Applicable" and that is why I have put the least satisfaction ( 

number 1)  where i did not use the facility.



I was also shocked that at the reception they would NOT be able to COPY correctly the name of the region my 

invitees were from -  luckily they have a good sense of humour....

One of my invitees also got sick from the sandwich in the box ( inauguration day ).... hope this was not a 

widespread problem.

I liked the event very much!!! Congrats!

Many special thanks!

It would be useful to send participants a reminder one day before the session for which they are registered with 

the link to connect. This time it was very easy to forget about a session we were registered for as participant or 

remember it too late. 

For online participants, it would be useful to be able to register for parallel sessions.

how the project will increase the potential for rural economic diversification

Thank you!

Thanks 

excellent events to date, thanks!

MIRO was not good - we need advance notice of its use as the One Time Codes to set it up took hours to come 

through.  Zoom has its own Whiteboard use that instead.

No overlapping events

Another suggestion is to be more inclusive and participative, also it's necessary to leave no one behind

Just thank everybody involved in this events.

Speakers who do not use slides should speak lesser, because it is more difficult to pay attention to their speakings, 

especially when they do not speak our native language

Grea event

Thank you for the great preparation, also a side note: Swapcard drove me a bit mad, because it looks pretty easy, 

and I thought that I registered with "add to my schedule". Then when I saw the confirmation e-mail I saw 

"Register" button again... Overall, this was new, therefore a bit unknown. 

limiting/reducing the number of sessions (perhaps by making the main topics less general?) ; thinking about 

tools/formats to get participants even more involved (participants very often just listen with the consequence of 

degrading workshops to a sequence of presentations/monologues) How to strengthen the interactive charakter of 

the sessions?

I want to become a decision maker for my country in the future! 

Thank you

I think the event should be more spaced out so that participants could attend more events. Maybe consider doing 

it over 2 weeks but only having sessions in the morning perhaps. 

Thank you

Most user friendly calendar to acess the sessions.

the platform should enable people to change from one registration in a session to another one, should propose to 

link the calendar of the platform to ours

 Event  should  cover  disaster resilience of other regions of the globe
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Perhaps a statement from the speakers about if they are open to be contacted would be nice. Because it feels a bit 

personal and difficult to estimate if it is appropriate.

thank you

The preparatory and reporting requirements for this event are becoming really demanding. I would consider an 

easing on the conditions to be met for participation.

organise more discussion and exchange opportunities among participants and speakers: workshops should be 

always followed by open discussions. Try to organise the discussion in thematic groups in smaller zoom rooms

We would love to go back to an in-presence event - or hybrid format!

More interactive

1 session is not enough for 3 presentations and debate

Have the reports

There was no 'no applicable' answer category. I answer '8' for all the questions where I wanted to indicate 'not 

applicable'

I would like a Youth Conference to be held in Brussels

If we're given certificate for this, the participation rate will increase too with this. But a certificate will be very 

appreciated. Thank you for great efforts.

Keep up the good work!

We could not interact with the audience. This has not to do with the organisation of the EWRC but rather with our 

difficulty of adapting to a new scenario of online presentation which obviously requires different approaches than 

the classical presentations with PowerPoint.    

Panels should have more voices of the target group instead of policy-makers and academics.

To find a strategy or even assign a person incharged to invite and inform directly the authorities of each 

municipality in EU about the conference (many of them aren't even aware of existence of such event, which is 

really a shame, since they are exactely the ones who should be taken on board, which would speed up the 

transition processes)..

It is a pity that from registrations to real participants the numbers is too low. You should improve the registration 

process and allow to directly add the event in the calendar

If the event is live, possibility to use a video as introduction before a workshop begins

Don't call a workshop session when it is not meant to be participative and simply include a series of interventions. 

it is difficult to create longer term engagement for an event over several days with a very diverse audience, but 

having to leave the event platform to actually join the event on zoom breaks that link even further. 

This event deserves massive media coverage at national levels. 

I liked the possibility of participants to answer questions with one or two words and therefore take part in the 

process.

very good the conclusioni sessione on 14  october on tube channel presentation sentimenti and data statistica 

from people.

subtitles in english in all sessions (or advise all speakers, especially non english native persons, to speak at slower 

pace :-) )

New online networking tools should be invented. ex. Zoom networking meeting dedicated to "cross-border 

cooperation stakeholders", splitting participants into some small groups.

Thanks to ec officers for their kind support

This event is very diverse and rich. It must keep going anually.  

Since Brexit much of the UK's population has forgotten that we are still a part of the European continent. Even our 

mad conservative overlords cannot change that!
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Very good support and organisation.

Excellent opportunity to communicate and network.

Please add the no answer/not applicable option in the survey.

Delighted to see this happen - great sessions, good discussions, a lot to learn, - thank you so much for this 

opportunity.  Usually it is directors who participate, now it was possible for all interested people. 

Very special occasion - concrete example of renewal.  

some presentations were too general

Please revise selection procedure of partners

The session could go more deeper on the project proposal formats, issues and application form procedures.

Thank you for the invitation. The idea of continuous planning may mean that the platform should be used 

throughout the year, reaching its peak during the Weak of Regions.

If possible -post in time - the name of the speakers for attenders who join later.

Great event

Too much, too complicate.

Even reading the Programme took hours, and titles of sessions were not visible in one single screen.

Implement slido systematically but please avoid simplistic questions. Ask speakers to run few questions surveys. It 

is a tremendous occasion to get immediate feedback from a wide audience. Feedbacks are always precious. 

try some pre-tests infront of the events to check, if there might be or to avoid some technical troubleshootings 

and to get comfy with the technic

Thank you no

Thank you very much for your work!

Invite fewer high level speakers (political blabla statements).

Unfortunately, the whole Zoom integration didn't really work... I found it very hard to find the links to watch the 

sessions I had registered for, and when I eventually found them I was surprised it wasn't set up as a Zoom webinar 

and was instead a normal Zoom meeting... There are better technical solutions available - but at least a Zoom 

webinar would've been better - especially if reminder emails with links to the live stream were sent before each 

session. It was a pity the technology didn't really work that impressively because the content and speakers were 

very strong!

The numbers attending the workshops were much lower than on previous occasions, An estimated 20-30% of 

registrants turned up and the reason for this according to the view from colleagues is that delegates did not 

receive reminder emails with the Zoom link in the 24-48 hours before the event. This was a big oversight. 



We were also unable to enlist the support of an EC fonctionnaire to speak at our event which was a shame - it is 

hard to imagine that someone, e.g. a policy officer, was not free to give us an EC perspective at our workshop. 

Thanks for this good event. 

Society of the future

The secretariat was not responsive, probably severely understaffed.

try to go deeper into the subjects please

Special Thanks to CoR AV team, they Are very Professional and respond fast to all the demands, and also Special 

Thanks to Stephanie Paillete, Nina Paukovic and Laura Serasio who were there for us during this week helping in 

Many ways. 

it was quite difficult to figure out how to register and I did not recieve a confirmation emails when registering for a 

workshop

Have green ideas
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We are a finalist. We miss the opportunity to network already now among all finalist sharing ideas and knowledge 

among us

there should be the possibility to respond with something like "not applicable" in this survey as I did not use some 

of the mentioned aspects if the event in question 2.2 but I nevertheless had to rate it 

Please work on your interpretation and technical outline for further conferences. The platforms where often not 

working or loading extremely long for certain videos (to avoid this, one possibility can be to switch off the videos 

of the participants). Unfortunately, there where several interpretation problems, such as wrong translation on 

some channels (languages didn't match or changed from time to time), the volume of the original speaker was 

often too strong, so that you couldn't understand the translator etc. Also, some translations were not correct.

Keep up the good work

The secretariat in the session did not really help with the technical question we had, very insatisfying

Edition of recorded sessions.

To find the way to improve networking and more human relations

It was all great!

Great work, thank you so much 

les présentations vues étaient souvent très formelles, un retour au présentiel devrait permettre plus de 

convivialité en 2022

Everything was great. Thank you.

Maior divulgação e abertura ao cidadão em geral.
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